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We would like to thank everyone who participated in 
the Interdisciplinary Cluster Competition (ICC) for the 
last ten years. It was an extraordinary effort that relied 
specially on the design thinking effort of our students. 
First, we want to thank all Junior students at The Design 
School at Arizona State University for working with us 
through the first years of the competition until we had 
it right. We further thank to all Barrett Honors College 
Students who dared to join the competition even 
though it was out of their comfort zone.

We want to thank our Faculty Mentors across The 
Design School for their guidance in ensuring that every 
team succeed;  to The Design school staff for helping 
process awards and logistics; to the four School Direc-
tors who led the school and the three Herberger Insti-
tute Deans who understood the educational value of the 
ICC during this past ten years. We give a special thanks 
to Professor Darren Petrucci, under whose administra-
tion the cluster was created and developed. And a final 
thanks, we give our current Director Jason Schupbach 
for his encouragement and support.

We also extend our gratitude to all the judges who 
participated in the two rounds of juries to identify the 
winning ideas, including alumni, non-profit organization 
directors and staff, local practitioners, ASU faculty from 
the following Schools: Mary Lou Fulton School of Edu-
cation, School of Social Justice, Barret Honors College, 
W.P. Carey School of Business, The Design School and 
the University Architectural Office, ASU Library, ASU 
Gammage , ASU Office for Cultural Affairs, and the Sun 
Devil Stadium.

We want to acknowledge our internal and external 
partners who worked with us in exploring cross-disci-
plinary opportunities for their non-profit organizations, 
institutional spaces and the community.

We have our special gratitude to Jack Furst and Isaac 
Manning who supported the last two years of the ICC 
through endorsement, moral and fiscal support.

We would like to think that everyone who was part of 
the ICC during the first ten years is positively influencing 
the world in a different way by thinking creatively, across 
disciplines in a collaborative and human way.

William Heywood
and Milagros Zingoni 

Book Layout and Design:
Lin Fan
Lauren Schaecher
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Long gone are the days of Leonardo Da Vinci where  
particular individuals could singularly and seamlessly 
design products, buildings, and murals in the creation 
of a society’s culture. Multiple publics and a pluralistic 
society call for multiple ways of creating and designing 
cultures. Design as a discipline is pulled in as many 
directions as there are cultures and most designers are 
now taught (and expected) to obey disciplinary bound-
aries and norms. The pluralistic complexity of contem-
porary society has led to the fragmentation of design as 
a discipline, thereby greatly diminishing design’s role in 
the creation and critique of culture. Each respective scale 
of design from products to rooms and from buildings to 
landscapes to graphic design simultaneously evolved 
within the silos of their individual disciplines, thus aiding 
in, and representative of, the fractured and disconnect-
ed global culture of the 21st Century. 

As academics and scholars, we have a responsibility to 
not only create new knowledge, but also to develop new 
pedagogical approaches to advance that knowledge 
in the world. Therefore, we must ask the questions: 
What is the 21st Century model of a comprehensive 
design approach? How can design regain its role in the 
support, critique, and creation of culture? What can 
design schools teach to advance positive transformative 
change in society? 

Leveraging the multiple design disciplines of The Design 
School we created the “Cluster Project” in an attempt 
to reintegrate the various scales of design through a 
collaborative structure that attempts to build the emo-
tional intelligence of designers toward transformative 
solutions to complex problems. 

This intensive ten-day design competition occurs at 
critical moment in our students’ academic career where 
they have awareness, understanding, and some ability 
within their own discipline, but no significant knowledge 
of the allied disciplines working within our School. Work-
ing collaboratively in transdisciplinary teams broadens 
their awareness and understanding of the possibility 
for a more comprehensive design approach that could 
result in more integrated design solution. 

The intended outcome of this experience is directly 
aligned with The Design School’s Mission to: Educate 
future designers, to shape collaborations, synthesize 
complexity and catalyze transformation for public good.

Darren Petrucci
Suncorp Professor
The Design School

Darren 
Petrucci

Foreword
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Sun Devil Nation has a problem. It’s the largest University 
in the Country and it does not have a front porch. . .or 
a gigantic backyard. It has no place or space to unite its 
alumni, students, patrons, donors, faculty, administra-
tors and the local members of the community where 
ASU resides. ASU is an awesome academic institution 
in need of a people connecting asset that generates 
heartfelt feeling among the constituents it serves. Three 
years ago ASU wanted to renovate a football stadium 
strategically located on the north end of campus and the 
most recognized physical asset at ASU and the Valley 
at large. A place that is utilized for football games 7 to 
8 times a year. Do the math. 2 percent utilization for a 
$256 million renovation project. This math suggested 
the University needed to re-think the opportunity. 

Why not turn an under-utilized asset into the most 
utilized asset on campus? Why not create a place and 
space which is utilized 24/7/365? Why not create a 
heartfelt connection asset utilized by Sun Devil Nation 
and its community of friends? Why not create a space 
and place that displays the greatness of our 16 Colleges 
and 2000+ affinity groups? Why not make it both a phys-
ical place and a virtual place that is ASU all the time? 
Why not bring to bear the best sustainable thinking 
and the best digital capability in a place and space for 
all to experience? Why not match academic power with 
people power and see what happens? 

To help with re-thinking the possibilities of a basic foot-
ball stadium we engaged the Design School and their 
Custer Competition. If you want to solve a gigantic prob-
lem, get Design School principles imbedded in a Custer 
Competition and let our best and brightest invent and 

innovate. Unleash their creativity and imagination in a 
safe brainstorming and tangible execution environment. 
We were smart enough to do just that. The results have 
been remarkable. For the last three years the thinking 
and innovation only gets better. Our students get it. And 
their work and efforts have contributed dramatically to 
re-thinking a boring, mundane football stadium. 

In part, because of the tangible work the Cluster Com-
petition has produced, the University has decided to 
convert an Athletic Asset into a University Asset. The 
University has decided to make our most visible asset 
on campus a Community Union. A place to learn, eat 
and drink, sing and play, invent and share, and most im-
portantly a place where the power of people interacting 
with people takes place all the time. A complete college 
experience at last. A front porch or a gigantic backyard 
for Sun Devil Nation to enjoy and benefit from the wis-
dom transfer that occurs, the stories that are told and 
heartfelt connectivity that makes for great memories 
and relationships. 

ASU is number 1 in innovation. It’s now number 1 in 
the relationships. The Design School and its Cluster 
helped turned a utilization problem into a Relational 
Asset serving Sun Devil Nation and surrounding commu-
nities. The dividend from this move will be immeasur-
able. Value: Priceless. 

It takes a village. And the Design School and the Cluster 
lead the village to the right kind of thinking required to 
turn an “old school asset” into a brand new front porch 
... or a gigantic backyard.

Jack
Furst

Funders’ Remarks
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When the 365 team sought out the Design School for the 
Sun Devil Stadium Reinvention we were looking to blow 
out the cholesterol of the conventional thinking about 
how to use an athletic venue. The Students on the Rein-
vention Committee gave us the first clues when we asked 
them what they would do with the building on non-game 
days. Their answer was simple: “We want to go hang 
out there every day.” It was not a stretch to seek a de-
sign-based response to that statement. The Cluster has 
delivered a diversity of ideas over the past three years 
that has changed our collective thinking about the range 
of uses and experiences that can be had in the building. 
It is rare that a designer gets to be their own client. When 
asked in the first year how many of the cluster design 
teams had ever been to a game, the answer was startling: 
Less than 50%. That answer told a story in and of itself. 
Over the past three years the student teams have solved 
their own design problem of how they would use the 
space and the range of solutions has been staggeringly 
creative. We give full credit to the Cluster for moving the 
ASU Executive Leadership team’s thinking from Stadium 
to Community Union. In most projects the hardest shift 
to make is to come up with a name that nails the big idea. 
The Cluster got us to the Community Union and for that 
we will be forever indebted. The Cluster has achieved 
more than what we set out to achieve. It has created a 
consensus on what can be and is possible. Our thinking 
has been challenged, and we are doing what ASU does 
best: Innovating an area where few have dared to tread.

Isaac
Manning

Funders’ Remarks
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The Design School at ASU is defined by its cross-
disciplinary, inclusive teaching, scholarship and activities 
that are relevant to its place.  The Cluster Project is a 
prime example of how the Design School acts as a think 
tank by being creative, driven, agile and pioneering in 
design education. This project balances innovation and 
tradition with progressive and forward-thinking 
projects, and The School has been honored by the hard 
work of Professors Zingoni and Heywood to make it suc-
cessful. The Cluster provides a unique opportunity 
for all ASU students to learn about the power of design 
to partner with community to transform society in 
positive ways, making visible impacts and building social 
awareness. It’s an exciting innovative model in higher 
education that we believe is a prime example about how 
to expand ASU’s innovation mission.

Jason Schupbach
Director
The Design School
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The 21st century is shepherding in new forms of 
interaction and of groups. These self-organized groups 
were unwelcome in 20th century work and learning 
environments, but have now become the norm. The 
physical typology of academic environments has not 
changed since its origins in the postindustrial era. In this 
old mode, teachers were the only source of knowledge. 
Whereas today, knowledge is within reach of any digital 
device. As a result, current students no longer come to 
campus in search of knowledge, but to find new oppor-
tunities, networks and interactions that result from the 
evolution and revolution in technology. 

The evolution and revolution in technology enables 
opportunities for intersections between disciplines 
never explored before. The Association of College 
Unions International (ACUI) expressed the changes in 
learning outcome values over the last decade: from 
efficiency to collaboration. 

The zeitgeist of the 20th century was all about efficien-
cy—breaking each thing down into its smallest constit-
uent parts, standardizing those, and putting everything 
back together in hierarchical order, so as to produce 
more, better, faster. The 20th century was about sepa-
rating things, not uniting them. It was about standardiz-
ing, not customizing. The problem arises in that the 21st 
century is emerging as the “Knowledge Era.” If “efficien-
cy” was the buzzword of the 20th century, then “collabo-
ration” is the buzzword of the 21st… (ACUI, 2011)  

Additionally, educator Ken Robinson stated in 2010 that 
70 percent of the jobs that this generation of elemen-

tary students will have, do not exist today. What are the 
right skills across all ages that can enable students to 
address the future challenges? This suggests that new 
generations will also need new skills such as: a capacity 
to adapt to a world that is in constant flux, a capacity to 
collaborate with others, a capacity to develop empathy, 
a capacity to prototype, and resiliency. 

Design education addresses these challenges by form-
ing makers, doers, and thinkers, as Maeda (2011) states, 
designers are continually learning and connecting 
countless dots, cross- pollinating ideas from a wealth of 
disciplines and combining and recombining these pieces 
so that they can create the world we want to live in. 
Innovation and design thinking skills are part of the aca-
demic culture of design. Design is a way of thinking and 
is a way of learning. It goes beyond the problem solving 
approach, design is problem seeking (Zingoni, 2015).

This cross-pollination of ideas is only possible by em-
bracing collaboration and cross disciplinary approaches. 
Design practices resiliency; failure is part of the process 
that only makes the outcome stronger. Design teaches 
creativity; it exposes students to develop their divergent 
thinking by exploring as many different approaches to 
a challenge as possible. Design involves a collaborative 
process that requires many disciplines expertise to iden-
tify and develop the single best solution. This suggests a 
revision in the teaching pedagogy in which the teacher 
was the only source of knowledge (Zingoni, 2015).

The Interdisciplinary Cluster Competition (ICC) explores 
a teaching pedagogy through a ten day long design 
thinking exercise that involves junior students from the 
five disciplines taught in The Design School at Arizona 
State University: Architecture, Industrial Design, Interior 
Design, Landscape Architecture and Visual Communi-
cation Design, during the first ten days of the Spring 
semester. This year, 2018 marks the tenth anniversary 
of the ICC. Originally created for only design students, 
it has evolved to include over thirty majors from eight 
different schools in the last two years. During the ICC 
ten years, more than two thousand students partici-
pated from this interdisciplinary competition to expand 
existing boundaries and explore new intersections. 

Introduction
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Since 2008, one faculty from the Visual Communication 
and one faculty from the Interior Design programs, con-
tinued working collaboratively to re-shape the evolving 
conceptual pedagogical framework to expose design 
students to a collaborative, cross disciplinary design 
thinking experience. Through the ten years of organiz-
ing this learning experience, the ICC became a design 
thinking project itself. 

The competition exposes and challenges students to 
become both more divergent and more convergent 
thinkers by collaboration with students from other dis-
ciplines to solve a specific challenge. Students develop 
their divergent thinking by proposing as many unique 
solutions as possible given the particular challenge. 
They also develop convergent thinking by identifying the 
single best solution from one of the brainstorming ideas 
during the divergent thinking process. The end goal is to 
create an environment that fosters innumerable inter-
personal connections that accrue into an overall sense 
of community. Its success lies in the dynamic approach 
to design that focuses on people, usually referred to as 
active design. It aims for students to develop both theo-
ry and practice through praxis. 

Unlike traditional competitions that start with a problem 
statement, the ICC introduces a non-profit organization, 
user, or place from which students are asked to identify 
a problem and propose an approach to address it. 
Teams are evaluated for their multidisciplinary approach 
of the design, and proposals that may include systems, 
infrastructures, products, and other economies or 
mechanisms for the learning environment. 

For instance, the first three years of the competition, 

the challenges were wicked questions, including peak 
oil, water, and hot future. We found that these types of 
open ended approaches were too large of a scope to 
address in merely ten days of the competition. 2012 
was a tipping point in re-designing the competition 
challenge. In 2012, the challenge reflected on the one 
hundred year anniversary of the state of Arizona and 
asked students to envision the next hundred years of 
Arizona. The state worked to designate legacy projects 
that reflect the first hundred years of the state through 
a series of projects funded that looked at Arizona; from 
historical photo collections, storytelling from those who 
saw Arizona grow and change, publications of books, 
restorations of historical properties for public access 
and use, and publications of public art, among others. In 
the words of the Arizona Historical Advisory commission 
(2009), the centennial activities would have financially 
stimulated major projects that involve community-wide 
collaboration, to demonstrate the vitality, quality and 
diversity of Arizona that will contribute to establishing a 
lasting legacy into the next century. 
The centennial offers a moment to bring Arizona’s 
contemporary history to the foreground within a broad 
historical context. Different stands of the past can be 
considered in light of present circumstances. The first 
centennial of Arizona Statehood offered the opportunity 
to examine how the state has grown and transformed 
over time, and in a way, it was an opportunity to re-de-
sign the ICC scope.  
It was the time to question what Arizona was in the  
process of becoming and how. At every milestone, it  
signified the end of one era and its achievements 
and the beginning of a new one. Hence, the ICC 2012 
challenge asked to look ahead at the next 100 years of 
the state in increments of 20 years through a specific 
lens, so that a group could be looking at Transportation 
in 2050 while others can be looking at the Built Envi-
ronment in 2070. For the sake of this competition, the 
original 5 C Arizona economies (cotton, citrus, copper, 
cattle, and construction) were replaced by the following 
economies: Transportation and Energy, Technology,  
Built Environment, Health, and Education. The first 
centennial celebration has been paying special attention 
to the past and the history of who we are, and at the 
school we ask who and how we want to be in the next 
100 years. 

History

ICC Background
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In 2013 the ICC challenge addressed the Arizona Mu-
seum of Youth transformation in becoming the I.D.E.A. 
Museum. Here, students were exposed to a variety of 
users including staff, parents, children, teachers, and 
grandparents. The students also explored a variety of 
spaces within the museum, the branding of the muse-
um, children interaction with their caregivers within the 
museum, the environmental settings for museum staff, 
the relationship between the building and the adjacent 
community, marketing of the museum, the challenge to 
address today’s interests, etc. 

In 2014 the ICC statement introduced the Maricopa 
County Human Services Department, and its non-profit 
organization that works with kids at risk: Maricopa Work-
force Connections. The Competition kick off started with 
a presentation from the Youth Program Admin Supervi-
sor. Then, students were exposed to city officials from 
the cities of Mesa and Avondale who partnered with the 
local non-profit organization to provide a space for their 
youth. Students visited these potential spaces within the 
county that would host services for youth. They were in 
need of spaces in where youth could spend their day 
during or after school hours, work on homework or on 
their education towards their high school diploma, or 
lifelong skills such as preparing a resume. The students 
participating in the competition also met and inter-
viewed social workers and youth from the program.  

During the last three years the ICC challenge was part 
of an ASU students’ experience. The competition asked 
for re-envisioning the Sun Devil Stadium as a 365 Third 
Place. The challenge called for new ways for this existing 
physical environment to support and afford social inter-
actions, including informal learning activities and leisure 
events. Traditionally, stadiums are single program infra-
structures that operate only during football games. The 
competition asked students to rethink the stadium as a 
place that can be used any day of the year by students, 
faculty, staff and the community at large. The scope 
of the proposals could vary from programming the 
space for the 365 days of the year, to an object that can 
enable specific programs, digital interfaces that could 
facilitate a better understanding of daily events, cultural 
experiences that could enhance the sense of place, 
and improvement in physical spaces within the stadium 
among many other scopes. 

Teams were encouraged to develop proposals that 
incorporate the thinking behind the SEED (Socially Er-
gonomic Environmental Design) framework that brings 
together concepts from environmental psychology, 
biology, geography, sociology, human factors engineer-
ing, web page design, and other fields. These concepts 
involve supporting people’s natural behavior tendencies 
in relation to things in their environment.

Students, faculty mentors, jurors and the ICC coordina-
tors, annually evaluated the weaknesses and strengths 
of the project, the learning outcomes, and the teaching 
pedagogy. During the first five years, the competition has 
been progressively modified to incorporate the feedback 
received from these evaluations. (Zingoni, 2016).  

The aforementioned examples of the evolution of chal-
lenges through the ten years organizing the competition 
is clear evidence of a design thinking exercise applied 
to teaching pedagogy in which the teaching pedagogy 
was designed, implemented and tested following an 
evaluation that would inform the next iteration in the 
design process to improve students learning outcomes. 
During the past ten years, these unending opportunities 
allowed the students to become problem seekers, to 
ask questions to define a specific problem within each 
organization. 

The ICC started as an exploration of new ways of 
teaching and learning, collaboratively and creatively, 
and through the years. It allowed the faculty to test and 
improve the teaching and learning methodology so it 
could eventually be an opportunity for any student on 
campus and not just design majors. 
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Timeline of 
ICC Ten Years

ICC Background

The ICC incorporated only design students

The ICC incorporated both design and non-design students

2009
Peak Oil

2011
The Future of Water

2012
The Next 100 Years

2010
Hot Future

Arizona Museum of
Youth becomes the   
IDEA Museum

2013
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Maricopa Social 
Workers at Force: 
Designing  
Opportunities for 
Youth at Risk

2014

Re-Envisioing Sun 
Devil Stadium as a 
365 Third Place

2016, 
2017,
2018

Exploring Third 
Places and Sticky 
Spaces on Campus

2015
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1, 2 from the ICC 2013
3 from the ICC 2016

1

4

2

3 7

4

5

6

4 from the ICC 2010
5,6,7 from the ICC 2013
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1 from the ICC 2018
2,3 from the ICC 2017

1 4

5

6

7

2

3

4,6,7from the ICC 2016
5 from the ICC 2018
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Ten Days of
ICC Schedule

ICC Background

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4
The competition kicked 
off and students met their 
assigned team members. 
There was a lecture given 
by the faculty organizer 
introducing educational 
goals, history of the ICC and 
the challenge for the spe-
cific year, which then was 
further explained by the 
non-profit organization with 
a short presentation. Later 
on, the faculty member 
with expertise in collabo-
ration gave a presentation, 
introducing the concept 
and process of collabora-
tion. After that, the group 
of 270 students broke into 
their respective teams to 
introduce themselves and 
discuss how they can apply 
their strength to the team. 
Also, each team met shortly 
with their faculty mentors 
who introduced the initial 
divergent thinking process 
by a brainstorming session. 

Students visited the phys-
ical site and conducted a 
series of interviews with 
various users. Students 
were required to do some 
researches of potential 
new technologies that 
could provide an inno-
vative perspective to the 
solution of the problem 
addressed. They then 
brainstormed and revised 
their potential ideas 
based on the physical 
aspects of the challenges 
and interviews. By the 
end of the day, each team 
would come up with a sin-
gle best idea and commit 
to develop it.

To seek the feedback and 
insights in their conver-
gent thinking process, 
each team consulted 
with their faculty mentors 
about their final ideas.  
They then worked on 
the development of their 
selected idea, summa-
rized and analyzed their 
previous research results 
and explored how to 
implement their design 
concept based on their 
researches.

DAY

UNCERTAINTY / PATTERNS / INSIGHTS 

RESEARCH

For junior students in the Design School of ASU, the ICC 
has been an important part of their studio experience for 
the past ten years. In 2017 non-design majors have been 
able to enroll in the competition. Unlike traditional studios 
or lecture classes that are faculty led, the ICC is mainly 
student-dominated.

In the ICC, students who never met before, from at least 
three different disciplines, work together during these ten 
days and come up with creative solutions at the end. 

CONCEPT PROTOTYPE

Students kept exploring how to develop their concept into a tangible solution.  
Towards the end of these four days, they also experimented the ways of  
presenting the solutions  through a mix of media including hand sketches,  
collages, renderings, photomontages, mock-ups, modeling, etc. Days six and  
seven were always during the weekend, so students were able to spare more 
time and efforts on their design experiments. 
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UNCERTAINTY / PATTERNS / INSIGHTS 

  

 

 

By Damien Newman

CONCEPT PROTOTYPE DESIGN

CLARITY / FOCUS

7 8 9 10
By far, each team’s solu-
tions were almost done. 
Students discussed with 
their team members 
regarding the storytelling 
strategies and explored 
the most efficient way to 
represent their con-
cept regarding the final 
deliverables of 2D, 3D 
and 4D (video) that were 
required. Then they 
reviewed with their  
mentors about their 
design development of 
the concept together 
with their storytelling 
strategies by the end of 
the day. 

The final boards, models and 
other physical visual presen-
tations were pinned up in 
the designated area by noon. 
The first round of juries met 
right after, who shortlisted 
the top five proposals. The 
online voting of the videos 
closed at 2 PM on Day Ten, 
and the one with the top 
video voting together with 
the five selected proposals 
were announced as the 
semi-finalist at 3PM. These 
semi-finalists were given 
three hours to get prepared 
and then come up with a 
ten-minute presentation to 
further explain their con-
cepts and defend their ideas. 
One hour after all presenta-
tions were given, the juries 
discussed and selected the 
winner based on the judging 
criteria given. By 7.30 PM of 
Day Ten, the winner team 
was announced, and the ICC 
2018 was closed successfully.

Students worked on 
preparing the final repre-
sentation with all of the 
medias required. All of 
the teams’ videos were 
required to be uploaded 
to Vimeo by midnight of 
Day Nine so the online 
voting for those videos 
posted could start at the 
allotted time.   

Students kept exploring how to develop their concept into a tangible solution.  
Towards the end of these four days, they also experimented the ways of  
presenting the solutions  through a mix of media including hand sketches,  
collages, renderings, photomontages, mock-ups, modeling, etc. Days six and  
seven were always during the weekend, so students were able to spare more 
time and efforts on their design experiments. 
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Each team has a faculty mentor. Then a single faculty 
mentor might have up to five teams to mentor. Their 
role is to facilitate divergent thinking and brainstorming 
and make sure the team identified a problem to address 
and that its solution is cohesive. Around fifty percent 
of the faculty mentors are unchanged every year. This 
allows for a system of mentorship between the faculty 
who have already participated in previous ICC and the 
new faculty. The team mentors are trained in inquiry 
skills to make sure all students proposals were shared 
with the rest of the team. The faculty mentor role is to 
initiate and facilitate dialogue by enabling all members 
of the team (Zingoni, 2016).

Role of 
Faculty 
Mentors

Photo from the ICC 2018 Photos from the ICC 2013

ICC Background
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Proposals are evaluated based in the following criteria:

(1)   the originality of the proposal, 
(2)   how well different design and non-design disciplines 

are integrated into the proposed developed idea, 
(3)   the articulation of a clear definition of a problem, 
(4)   how the proposal addressed the specified non-prof-

it/ user/ or space, and 
(5)   the visual quality, craft, and how the proposal can 

be implemented either by the students or by mem-
bers of the community at large (Zingoni, 2016).

A good proposal must involve the community, be engag-
ing and feasible, provide interactivity and offer its users 
a delightful experience. It also needs to have the capac-
ity to be built or performed, and can survive during the 
course of the academic year.

The ICC challenges of the last seven years enhance and 
emphasize the fact that these are actually real prob-
lems for real people in a specific physical place, which 
therefore creates a sense of responsibility for students 
during their design thinking process. What’s more, the 
new judging criteria becomes more tangible for both the 
students and the judges as well.

All deliverables are assessed by two round of judges. 
Both rounds of the judges are selected by the faculty 
ICC coordinators. 

The two organizers of ICC moderated both rounds of 
judges, whose task was to identify the first, second and 
third places and two honorable mentioned from the 

Judging 
Criteria

seven ideas shortlisted.

For the ICC 2018 the judges also considered the following: 

1- Sense of Community
•   Enhances the character of ASU communities.
•   Addresses and supports the values of the New  

American University.
•   Demonstrates innovative ways students, faculty, staff 

and the community can interact, or could interact,  
with one another.

•   Project activates the stadium 365 days of the year.

2- Engaging
•   Increases community’s desire to come and stay in the 

Stadium.
•   Encourages Arizona visitors, and the community to 

come more frequently and to stay longer.
•   Draws and activates a diverse audience.

3- Feasibility
•   Project can be implemented on schedule and on 

budget.
•   Project requires no maintenance over the course of 

the academic calendar.
•   Project is able to happen within the stadium and 

various weather conditions without interfering with the 
programmatic activities including the football season.

•   Concept is attractive and innovative.

Photo from the ICC 2017

ICC Background
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Teams are required to submit the following deliverables 
by noon of the tenth day of the competition: (1) a 2x6 
poster + (2) “a thing” + (3) a one minute video to  
communicate their proposal with the larger scope of 
the community. 

The board is in the size of 24in x 72in, serving as a two-
dimensional component exhibit to showcase the  
potentiality of different approaches from interdisciplinary 
collaboration. The “thing” can be a 2d, 3d or 4d represen-
tation, an app or any other mode of representation, which 
allows each team to present a diverse set of outcomes. 
For example, smart phone app, 3D models, sculptures, 
movies, objects to promote the organization, paintings, 
etc. These various mediums will help the team enhance 
the concept of their proposals. The required two-minute 
videos encourage students to synthesize the proposed 
idea and visually explain their vision. 

ICC
Deliverables

ICC Background

1

2

3

1 from the ICC 2018
2,3 from the ICC 2013
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This was probably the reason for the permanent 
improvement of students’ commitment to the interdis-
ciplinary cluster (Zingoni & Heywood, 2017, p.8). Since 
the beginning of the ICC, we have acknowledged the  
importance of awards for the winning team in some way 
or another. We have tried books, subscriptions, certifi-
cates and gift cards, but they all seem equally unmotiva-
tional to the students. 

In the ICC 2012, we implemented the priceless award, 
which was an opportunity to shadow a professional 
practitioner of their field for one day. This award allowed 
the winning team to not only network with the profes-
sional, but also share their experience with the industry 
about their interdisciplinary collaborations. Moreover, 
because junior students are required to do an intern-
ship at the end of their semester, the winning team 
would have more opportunities to get the internship 
from the professionals they have shadowed.

In the year 2017, the ICC was sponsored by a company 
which provided around $7,000 in cash prices. It is the 
first time in the history of the ICC, which was a huge 
motivation for many students.

ICC Awards 
Through the 
Ten Years

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

The ICC Ten-Year Award

Certificate

Magazine Subscription

Gift Card

Shadowing Practitioner 
for one day

Shadowing Practitioner 
for one day

Shadowing Practitioner 
for one day

Shadowing Practitioner 
for one day

Shadowing Practitioner 
for one day

Cash & Shadowing

Cash`

ICC Background
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Most of the students involved in the ICC in the past ten 
years are millennials. They are team-oriented, and very 
well versed in technology (Laserre, 2009). In general, 
millennials demand better sustainable approaches to 
the design of the built environment, advocate a bet-
ter distribution for social justice, and expect complex 
solutions that can only be the result of interdisciplinary, 
cross disciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches to 
societal problems (Zingoni, 2014). 

The ICC addresses this way of millennial thinking by 
structuring the teams in groups of five students repre-
senting a minimum of three design disciplines and at 
least one non- design major in each team. 

Student 
Participants

Total: 

=20 students

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 201820172014 2015 2016

The ICC Participant Number per Year

1,530
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History has brought us to a moment where teams are 
recognized as a critical component of every enterprise. 
The word team can be traced to the European word 
“deuk” (to pull). Hence, the meaning of team derives 
from pulling together(Senge, 1990). Teams are defined 
by a group of people who need each other to get a re-
sult. They are the predominant unit for decision making 
and getting things done. 

The ICC provides a learning platform for students to 
learn from their peers. It enables students to develop 
team building and team learning. For team learning to 
happen, it is crucial to have good team dynamics, as 
similar to the Gestalt theory, the intelligence of a team 
can exceed the sum of its members. Team learning is 
the discipline by which personal mastery and shared 
vision are brought together. The discipline of team 
learning starts with a dialogue. Establishing communica-
tion in groups requires that members define each other 
as colleagues, not enemies, and that each person dares 
to be vulnerable and to admit to ignorance, otherwise 
no learning can take place.

Within the ICC, the process of learning is by learning col-
lectively. The need to solve a problem or the collective 
desire to create something new, or a drive to foster new 
relationships are fundamental to developing team learn-
ing (Senge,1990). Team learning can happen if students 
have enough knowledge and understanding of their dis-
cipline; “It starts with self-mastery and self-knowledge, 
but involves looking outward to develop knowledge of, 
and alignment with, others one one’s team” (Mogotlane, 
1998, p.12). This suggests that the Junior year is the 
right placement for this cross disciplinary collaborative 

experience within the four years of the undergraduate 
program curricula.

In Business and Management, this type of learning ex-
perience is called the learning organization. Peter Senge 
(1990), author of The Fifth Discipline, defines this as an 
organization where people continually expand their ca-
pacity to create the results they truly desire, where new 
and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where 
collective aspiration is set free, and where people are 
continually learning how to learn together.

During the competition kick off, students are introduced 
to the collaboration through a lecture by Professor Wil 
Heywood. He introduces the framework of team  
collaboration and introduced the five functions of a 
cohesive group. 

(1)   They trust each other; 
(2)   They engage in unfiltered dialogue about ideas;
(3)   They commit to a decision and plans of action;
(4)   They hold one another accountable for delivering 

those plans;
(5)   They focus on the achievement of the collective 

results (Lencioni 2002). 

Collaborative  
Process & 
Team Building

Designers’ Learning 
Community
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6

1,4 from the ICC 2013
2,3 from the ICC 2017

4,6 from the ICC 2018
5 from the ICC 2014
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Because university campuses are shaped to address 
a variety of formal learning methodologies, they tend 
to rarely allocate space for third places where social 
interaction and informal learning occurs. Sociologist Ray 
Oldenburg (1997,1998, 2001) defined third places as a 
place outside of home and work that serves as a place 
to find comfort, retreat, and community. Oldenburg 
(2001) gives the following explanation: third place, a 
setting beyond home and work ... in which people relax 
in good company and do so on a regular basis. 

Oldenburg (1997) discusses the application of this 
concept to college and university environments, noting 
its importance in the formation of a student community 
(Santassiero, 2002).  Third places are usually associated 
with a Sense of Place. The latter is often described as 
the emotional attachment to a particular geographical/
physical space (Hiss, 1990; Gallagher, 1993), and it 
plays an important role on College Campuses. A direct 
application of the sense of place concept to the campus 
environment has also been explored (Bott, Banning, 
Wells, Hass, & Lakey, 2006; Demonica & Oguerk, 2002; 
Kenney, Dumont & Kenney, 2005; Reeve & Kassabaum, 
1997; and Sturner, 1992). These studies relate the sense 
of place to general campus ecology, suggesting that 
the emotional relationship to place plays an important 
role in attracting prospective students, supports higher 
enrollment, retention rates, and increases institutional 
giving by alumni (Reeve & Kassabaum, 1997). 

The ASU Memorial Union gives a good example of “third 
place”. It underwent a major renovation, redesigning 
the “walk-through” nature of the space into a gather-
ing space that can facilitate a wide variety of informal 
learning interactions. There have been a series of similar 
renovations to create “sticky spaces” to build a sense 
of community on multiple levels of the Tempe campus. 
The end goal is to create an environment that fosters 
innumerable interpersonal connections that accrue into 
an overall sense of community. Its success lies in the  
dynamic approach to design that focuses on people,  
usually referred to as “active design.” It aims for students 
to develop both mind and body, as well as establish 
habits for lifelong health and wellbeing. The concept 
explores planning strategies that promote an active 
lifestyle that is balanced by places for relaxation and 
reflection. Students are the daily users and performers 
of university campus infrastructure. They scrutinize the 
spaces they can inhabit for every task throughout the 
day. They know better than everybody else what is  
working, what is not working, and what is missing. 

In the ICC 2018, the third place is the ASU Sun Devil 
Stadium. We seek holistic proposals from students that 
assess and emphasize the opportunities for informal 
learning atmospheres and experiences within the Sun 
Devil Stadium and strengthening affinity experiences 
between students, faculty, staff and the community.   

What role can your idea play in bringing diverse but 
influential constituents together? What role can your 
idea play in enhancing students experience during their 
education? Can your idea provide a symbiotic relation-
ship between students and the community? These are 
the questions that need to be answered when one takes 
part in the ICC.

ICC 2018 
Challenge
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Participants’ 
Backgrounds

ICC 2018

America
Argentina
Australia
Canada
China
Democratic 
Republic of Congo

Ecuador
Germany
Great Britain
India
Indonesia
Iran
Malaysia

Mexico
Nigeria
Philippines
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
South Korea
Vietnam

PARTICIPANTS’ BACKGROUND



Students’ 
Disciplines

Team Number

Business (Sustainability), Electrical Engineering, Marketing, Computer Science, Economics, Environmental Design, Business 
(Supply Chain Management), Civil Engineering, Biomedical Engineering, Design Management, Biomedical Science, Environ-
mental Engineering, Business - Finance, Psychology, Journalism and Mass Communication, Mechanical Engineering, Art, 
Justice Studies, Business (Data Analytics), Biochemistry, Digital Culture, Nursing & Health Innovation - Nursing, 
Business (Global Politics), Business (Sports & Media Studies), Aerospace Engineering, Business (Consulting), Urban Plan-
ning, Computational Math Sciences

Non-Design Disciplines: 

Interior Design

Landscape ArchitectureIndustrial Design

Visual Communication Design Non-Design Disciplines

22 28 3425 31 3723 29 3520 26 32 3824 30 3621 27 33

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1613 1911 171412 1815

40 4341 444239 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57

Architectural Studies

ICC 2018
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First Round of Juries

Lindsey Campbell
Trinity Works

Dr. Gustavo Fischman
Professor and Director of edXchange the
knowledge mobilization initiative at the 
Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College

Victor Hamburger
Senior Director of Marketing and 
Communications at ASU Gammage

Victor Irrizarry
Gensler - Architect

Lora Martens 
Landscape Architect

Dr. Margaret Nelson
Vice Dean Honors College

Eduardo Robles 
Alumni Cluster 2010

Danielle Sheldon, Gould Evans
Architect and Landscape Architect - Alumni Cluster 2012

Troy Sterner
Project Coordinator 365 Community Union

Juries

ICC 2018
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Second Round of Juries

Melissa Alexander
Canary Director at Gould Evans

Jack Furst
Funder, Director and Founder Oak Stream Investors

Dr. Amy Hillman
Dean of School of Business

Colleen Jennings-Roggensack
Executive Director of ASU Gammage and ASU Vice 
President for Cultural Affairs

Isaac Manning
Funder, Founder Trinity Works

Becky Parke
Senior Associate Athletic Director Sun Devil Athletics

Darren Petrucci
Professor, The Design School

Dr. Sandra Stauffer
Assistant Dean of the Herberger Institute for the Design 
and the Arts

Jason Schupbach
Director The Design School
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Sound Mind unites the physical, the mental, 

and the social well-being through musical play 

structures and inclusive cultural programming.

Swings produce music 
when moving; many 
people moving in sync 
produces a more complex 
song. Located on the 
main concourse.

A twist on the traditional 
peg board, lights will glow 
and notes play as pegs are 
inserted. Located on the 
upper concourse.

A versatile structure 
for calisthenics workouts, 
stretching, and activity 
to the sound of chimes. 
Located in the beer garden.

A stretched sheet of 
spandex acts as a touch-
sensitive membrane 
interface for music making. 
Located in the press box.

A strategy was also developed for thought-
provoking programs. For example, Arizona cultural 
centers will be invited to Sound Mind to host events 
promoting cultural understanding and reflection.

Cluster Group 1

9:00am
12:00p

m
3:00p

m
6:00p

m
9:00p

m
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Team 1
Mariana Barros, Andrea Fernandez, Hailey Tang, 
Jakub Swiech, Anita Totillo

Poster
Submissions

ICC 2018
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Intertwine
Powered by people

9:00 am - Community 
Wellness Boot Camp
The Sun Devil Stadium field and wide sun decks offer ideal 
places to hold ROTC workouts every morning, as well as many 
Sun Devil Fitness classes. With the added outdoor space, 
fitness students will have the chance to host various group 
workouts, alongside local personal trainers already working in 
the field. By combining student talent and professional 
knowledge, we will be able to provide ASU students and 
community members free workouts.

12:00 pm - Culinary Program 
Feeding Homeless
The Culinary arts program will hold a lunchtime event that is open 
to the public. This event allows students to not only serve the 
public, but also connects the community to the stadium through 
community service. The students will cook the meals, applying 
their skills to help those in need. Local chefs are invited to run the 
kitchen and give the students experience working in a restaurant. 
This also will allow ASU to connect to the community by making 
local business partnerships.

3:00 pm -  Culture Fest and 
Local Festival 
The wide open concourses are opened up to the public. 
The concessions stands are replaced with local restaurants 
and food trucks. Along the sides, there is an art-walk and 
activities for everyone to enjoy. Students organizations can 
hold booths to promote and inform about their activities. 

9:00 pm - Concert at the 
Coca Cola Sun Deck
Ideal for Herberger’s performance majors, including vocal, 
music, and theatre, sun devil stadium o�ers the perfect outdoor 
venue to showcase talent. Evening concerts on the sun deck 
give students a chance to perform in front of professionals and 
community alike, lending an opportunity to have their talents 
found. These concerts also will help raise funds for various 
organizations, through ticket sales and donations. The 
concessions may be rented out by local vendors to o�er 
refreshments during the concert.

Event Website 
Sponsored 
by Linkedin
Through the use of our website, 
Intertwine would serve as an easily 
accessible social networking 
system. By working in collaboration 
with Linkedin, Intertwine integrates 
an easily navigable platform 
for students, professionals, and 
community members alike.

The Intertwine website provides 
clear cut calendar of different events, 
allowing for organization by field of 
interest. There will be Individual profile 
creation to allow for customization of 
preferences, and notifications for events 
an individual might find interesting.

Intertwine at Sun 
Devil Stadium

6:00 pm - Professional 
Studio Time
Students will be provided dedicated studio space where they can 
work closely with Guest professionals. Guests will be present to 
answer questions about the industry and their companies. It gives 
students a chance to work with professionals and for employers 
to see potential employees. 

Intertwine will work to increase the sense 
of community in the ASU area, by using 
SDS as the location for Community 
Service and Networking events. The newly 
renovated Stadium provides the perfect 
location to build a community network 
between students, the professional world, 
and the community. 

These events will be people powered, 
focusing on networking students 
with different organizations and career 
field experts as well as the rest of
the Tempe community.
 
Through the use of a website sponsored 
by Linkedin, Intertwine would serve as an 
easily accessible social networking system. 
The website will connect ASU Events to 
events in the community using Sun Devil 
Stadium as the center.

Team 2

The mission we have is to improve and 
encourage use of the Sun Devil Stadium with 
simple, cost-effective measures and to foster 

a safe and modifiable environment.

Oasis is to encourage a diverse 
community of members (e.g. ASU 
student organizations, ROTC, Tempe 
community members) to reserve the 
space for events. Fostering unique and 
affordable community-wide events 
such as movie nights, concerts, sports 

activities, etc. 

O A S I S
a t  A S U

TEAM 3

Mission

Vision
Creating a mirage of an oasis by designing 
a multiple-use social and educational hub 
with modern and comfortable furniture 
and decorative lights, and billowing 
shade. Oasis is to alter the stadium field 
and surrounding areas into a functional, 
practical, and entertaining space for all by 
implementing billowing shade structures 
and portable tables and chairs. 

Schedule

9:00 am

Goals

12:00 pm 3:00 pm 9:00 pm

6:00 pm

33

Team 2
Areej Aldar, Audrey Carlson, Quincy Reams, 
Tianna Baker, Quinn Balder

Team 3
Danqi Zhang, Andres De La Rocha, Mayo Dylan, 
Lesley Morales, Calli Astroth
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Team 5
Tara Dejolie, Mingyue Yang, Alex Dimitroff
Margaret Drury, Vanessa Duran Lozano

(right))+)bottom)center))students,)retired)
vets,)faculty)+)the)ROTC)program)can)
enjoy)a)unique)work)out)experience)at)
refresh)@)asu.)they)shapes)painted)on)
the)concrete)floor)create)a)space)to)
excercise.)the)shapes)mark)the)sport)
for)workouts)such)as:)full)body)work)

outs,)yoga,)outs,)yoga,)
meditation,)dancing)+)many)more.)think)
of)the)shapes)like)hopscotch)or)twister,)

but)an)advanced)3.0)version.)

(top)center))students)can)enjoy)a)
power)nap)between)classes)on)a)
sleeping)pod)with)the)comort)of)a)

curtain)to)provide)privacy)and)color.

(left))students)can)grab)a)refreshing)(left))students)can)grab)a)refreshing)
+)healthy)bite)from)the)featured)juice)
bar.)feeding)the)mind)healthy)foods)

is)also)an)important)part)of)
refreshing)the)mind!

by)installing)napping)pods)along)the)railing)
students)can)nap)to)refresh)their)mind.)stu-

dents)must)scan)their)student)id)to)gain)
access)to)the)pods.)students)can)also)enjoy)
a)fresh)squeezed)juice)from)the)juice)bar.all)
of)the)activities)with)the)goal)to)refresh)the)

mind! available)to:)students,)retired)vets,)ROTC)program

redefining)space)creation.restoring)the)mind

creating)shapes)on)the)field))to)create)
an)agility)play)area)for)playful)

work-outs.)like)hopscotch,
the)shapes)can)be)used)for)workouts.)
the)shapes)will)create)stations)that)

allow)users)to)do)yoga))+)dance)(Twister)
style))+)full)body)work)outs.

refresh)your)mind.)refresh)your)body.

refresh)@)ASU)IN)ACTION

how)the)napping)pods)work):

1.)attatch)to)railing. 2.)fold)out)to)nap. 3.)fold)in)after)use.

solution:)napping)pods)+)agility)play)field

problem

Students)are)frequently)sleep)deprived)
and)cannot)rest)during)the)day)be-

cause)they)live)far)from)campus)and)
can)not)find)a)space)that)allows)them)
to)take)a)quick)power)nap)in)between)

breaks.)This)
problem)is)even)more)

prominent)during)finals),)when)students)
spend)countless)hours)without)sleep)to)
finish)pojects)or)studying)Students)will)
go)to)the)extremes)of)bringing)an)air)
mattress)to)studio)or)even)sleeping)on)
the)third)level)of)the)Design)School..

200)level
team)5

refresh)@)asu

BRAINSTORM
SETBACKS
RESILIENCE
GROWTH 
BIG IDEA

Concourse 1

5 miniture logos scattered, each 
corresponding to the creative 
process. Booths are multi-useful; 
segue into beer garden, educate 
on the creative process, and 
starting at 9 am, it serves as a 
place to display art work.

The “adidas CREATIVE PROCESS”, an addition to 
the Arizona State’s Sun Devil Stadium. Our goal is 
to combine the arts and sports in an area where 
these two do not typically meet. Adidas, a brand 
where they already integrating sports and the 
arts with its fashion forward products, is the 
perfect brand to partner up with ASU to help 
create a new enviroment for all type of people. 

Beer Garden

An area where people apply the 
creative process into their art. 
Centered, a 12 ft tall adidas logo 
meant to encourage people to 
stay. At noon, they can come to 
this space and paint on the logo 
as a creative outlet.

Towards the back, a stage for 
artist to book and perform. 
During the daytime, the stage is 
set up for public use, but after 
9pm, artist can book the venue 
out to perform for a crowd.

Concourse 2

Currated for fitness enthusiasts, 
five workout stations integrated 
with the “creative process”. At 
3pm, 4 of 5 stations (Brainstorm” 
through Growth) are open and 6 
pm, people are free to use the 
“Big Idea” station; the adidas 
Rock Climbing wall.

TEAM 4
Omar Mota

Alejandra Lobato
Christopher Anigwe

Yiran Zhao
Lauren Colone
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Key 
Concourse 1
Beer Garden
Concourse 2

Team 4
Alejandra Lobato Jarrir, Omar Mota, Yiran Zhao, 
Lauren Colone, Christopher Anigwe
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Team 6
Christina Lufkin, Hannah Gardner, Clara Early, 
Dalin Ard, Michael Furey

Team 7
Kelsey O’Brien, Lucas Ayers, Daniella Ozair, 
Lindsey Covell, Christopher Cusick

#7

Looking Outside the Box

Play

Learn

Explore

            Augmented Reality          
 would be used with hidden GPS locations in the stadium to reveal 

Historic ASU moments 

Second floor area on the renovated East side as 
a destination for the indoor AR experience.

Third floor would be a research lab to further 
develop the AR technologies.

An Application accessible though your 
phone and VR headset that would give 
spectators a completely immersive and 
new perspective on game days

AR that would start indoors and 
would be expanded to the concourse. 
Designed for visitors such as school 
groups to experience all of the 
biomes here in Arizona

AR that would enhance views of the 
evening and night sky which are 
usually hidden by buildings and 
city glare. This would also double 
as a research and education tool for 
the Astronomy Department of ASU.

Discover

We believe that the implementation of this expanding technology into the ASU stadium 
would instantly transform it into the 365 day 3rd place. Weekdays could consist of school 
groups and academic pursuits, while the weekend would be devoted to activities that the 

whole community would use and enjoy.
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Team 9
Kathleen Nelson, Megan Downes,  
Samuel Hiu Chun Wong, Devon Aulerich

THE SUNDIAL TEAM 9  /   KATHLEEN NELSON      
                MEGAN DOWNES      
                SAMUEL HIU CHUN WONG     
                DEVON AULERICH

9 AM
Every morning at 9 AM, students and the public will have the opportunity to 
volunteer. All outreach projects will be held on the first level of the southwest 
entrance near the concession stands. This space will be used as a place to 
pack items for the homeless or a meeting place for other outreach projects. 

12 PMAt lunchtime, students and the public will be allowed onto the field to access 
food trucks. Tables, lights, and greenery barriers will invite people to dine at 
The Sundial for a quick relaxing bite or a space to get some work done.

3 PM
Classes for students and the public will be held at The Sundial from 3pm-6pm 
on the field. This gives students a break from the actual classroom and allows 
the public to get a little taste of what ASU has to offer. Roll-out tree barriers 
will structure the field for a more class-oriented vibe. 

6 PMFitness classes will be held at 6 PM every night on the back patio behind the 
screen. The SDFC is the most crowded around dinner time so this gives 
students an alternative to the normal gym hours. 

9 PM Every night at 9 PM, the field will be available to rent for events. Students 
and the public will have access to whatever concert or activity has been 
scheduled for the night.

Team 8
Kenneth Webb, Christine Black, Carrie Huft, 
Claudia Martinez-Orellana, Stephen Baldridge

Carrie Huft
Christine Black

Claudia Martinez-Orellana
Kenneth Webb

Team 8

STUDENT AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS
 VOLUNTEER TO WORK STADIUM 

EVENTS 365 DAYS A YEAR

giive
#someonesgottagiive

-Rock and Roll 
Marathon

-Fantasy of  lights

-Innings Festival
-Tempe Festival 
of the Arts
-Student movie 
nights

-Iron Man
-Oktoberfest
-Homecoming

-Dragon Boat 
Festival

-Fourth of July  
Festival

g iive
#someonesgottagiive

 “giive” CREATES AN OPPORTUNITY FOR 
STADIUMS TO BE USED MORE THAN A COUPLE 
OF TIMES A YEAR AND CAN BE IMPLEMENTED 

AT ANY OTHER UNIVERSITY

cost effective
community focused.

   
  Re

deem credit hours

For other stadium events Or Tuition
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Team 10
Alexis Mackay, Jacob Poole, Marissa Lewis,  
Shale Brenner, Jacqueline Elizarraras

Team 11
Matthew Favazzo, Anna Bodney, Ye Zhang,  
Brayden Smith, Brandon Dunn

THE NEW AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY STADIUM
The New Kids on the Block-
Using the existing space we’ve reimagined how 
and when we use stadium assets to provide a 
new year round use of the stadium to students 
and the surrounding community.

Layouts like the above show how the  Adidas store could be presented to 
provide both product year round, but to also serve as a service for use by the 
community for equipment, such as the resident Veteran’s community. The 
images below highlight the modular nature of the proposed classrooms, being 
able to transition throughout the day to serve the needs of those using them- 
be it that of a traditional classroom, a yoga classroom a few hours later, and 
then finally as a meeting room for clubs or bussinesses in the evening. 

The project focuses on re-imagining existing spaces to better serve the 
community of ASU. Using the outside spaces to create a public area for play 
and excercise, through the use of footpaths and integrated study areas. The 
indoor spaces, primarily the concourse will be re designed into modular 
spaces with an emphasis on flexibility. The stadium has to be a dynamic and 
changing place to draw attention, the same should be said for its design. 

Modular Room Design 

Brayden Smith 

Anna Bodney Matthew Favzzo 

Ye Zhang Brandon Dunn
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Team 13
Zili Huang, Lan Xiao, Eric Sayban, 
Toni Gagliardi, Sabrina Garland

Team #13 -Sabrina Garland, Zili Huang, Eric Sayban, Lan Xiao

The Sun Devil Stadium is abundant in sheer space, allowing 
opportunities for large, explorative activities.

Geocaching is a real-world, outdoor treasure hunting game 
using GPS-enabled devices. Participants navigate to a speci�c 
set of GPS coordinates and then attempt to �nd the container 
hidden at that location.

Geocaching
A family-friendly, 
Outdoor, 
Low-cost activity,
Can utilize the stadium’s infrastructure.

The Sun Devil Stadium can become known as the �rst to creatively 
utilize our resources for interactive events that celebrate our natural 

landscape and are a 

 

low-cost to the community.

To cause spikes in attendance, we will implement four main 
themes into the geocaching experience. 

To have more fun with Geocaching, we designed 
a unique box with polyhedron shape that can 
store Geocache items

Team 12
Zihao Li, Clarissa De La Cruz,  
Lorena Ridley, Clara Early, Davic Elizondo

INFERNO
PLACE Team 12

Connor Companik, Clarissa De La Cruz, 
Zihao Li, Lorena Ridley, & Nicholas Salazar

Arizona State University is a college that has thrived for over a century and has achieved a 
reputation of providing students a phenomenal college experience while they receive an 
education that will ensure success in their area of study. A typical college experience consists of 
athletic activities and events, such as the prominent football games that occur every fall season. 
The site has been reinvented to provide ASU and visitors a venue for a multitude of uses. With 
such an extensive space for a handful of games, a site in the northern area of the stadium has 
been transformed to further enhance the daily college experience for students which includes 
areas for athletic activities, artistic displays, musical performances, nightlife events and more. 

Inferno Place at Sun Devil Stadium is a 
center for fitness, public exhibits, and social 
gatherings at ASU. Located on the Coca-Cola 
Sun Deck at the north end of the main 
concourse, this prime location serves ASU 
students and the Tempe community.

Physical wellness is one of the most important 
considerations at ASU. Inferno Place adds to 
the variety of fitness activities already 
available to students by providing an outdoor 
fitness patio that ASU wellness groups can 
book for morning and daytime classes. 

Inferno Place transforms into a vibrant, 
outdoor art gallery where local artists can 
display work in a space where the public can 
easily interact with it.  The exhibits run 
Saturday to Thursday and are open 2:00 PM 
to 8:00 PM.
Inferno Place offers priority exhibition dates to 
Herberger Institute for Design and the Arts 
students at no cost.

Inferno Place hosts a variety of events open 
throughout the year to both ASU students and 
the Tempe community. Concerts and local 
band performances will happen every Friday 
night at the central event patio with general 
and student-discounted admission. On 
weekends, the newly renovated Legends’ 
Club, Founder’s Club, and Coach’s Club will 
be open to the public with full bar and 
restaurant service.

The Inferno Place website would be added to the current ASU site. The website features an 
interactive calendar where students can sign up for fitness classes and buy tickets for 
concerts held in Inferno Place. Each event has a page where the public can view details 
about the events. The website also features a page where the space can be rented for 
events, such as weddings and other formal gatherings.
We chose to do a website so that all of our events had a centralized location for sharing 
information. The interactive calendar makes it easy to see all the events as well as choosing 
what to attend. 

Home About Calender Classes Book the Space

Inferno Place at Sun Devil Stadium is the center for fitness, public exhibits, and social 
gatherings at ASU. Located on the Coca-Cola Sun Deck at the north end of the main 
concourse, this prime location serves both ASU students as well as the Tempe 
community. For a list upcoming events, check the calendar.

About Inferno Place

Inferno Place hosts a variety of events open throughout the year to both ASU students 
and the larger community. Some of the most notable events held here are the art 
exhibits which showcase creations by ASU students. 
To see a list of upcoming events at Inferno Place, check the calendar. 

Events

Fitness
Physical wellness is one of the most important considerations at ASU. Inferno Place adds 
to the variety of fitness activities already available to students by providing an outdoor 
fitness patio that ASU wellness groups can book for morning and daytime classes.

Art Exhibits
Inferno Place offers a unique venue which hosts a variety of some of Arizona's most 
talented artists. Some of these artists include current ASU students displaying their work. 
The panoramic views of Downtown Tempe and the Tempe Butte's offers a breathtaking 
background for any art exhibit.
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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Sunrise Yoga
Start the day off right 
with yoga at sunrise. 
Watch the sun come up 
while completing a 
relaxing yoga class.

Sunrise Yoga
Start the day off right 
with yoga at sunrise. 
Watch the sun come up 
while completing a 
relaxing yoga class.

Sunrise Yoga
Start the day off right 
with yoga at sunrise. 
Watch the sun come up 
while completing a 
relaxing yoga class.

Sunrise Yoga
Start the day off right 
with yoga at sunrise. 
Watch the sun come up 
while completing a 
relaxing yoga class.

Sunrise Yoga
Start the day off right 
with yoga at sunrise. 
Watch the sun come up 
while completing a 
relaxing yoga class.

Sunrise Yoga
Start the day off right 
with yoga at sunrise. 
Watch the sun come up 
while completing a 
relaxing yoga class.

Sunrise Yoga

Stadium RunStadium Run

Start the day off right 
with yoga at sunrise. 
Watch the sun come up 
while completing a 
relaxing yoga class.

Get in you cardio for 
the day by running 
around the perimeter of 
the stadium.

Get in you cardio for 
the day by running 
around the perimeter of 
the stadium.

Rawk — The Art 
of Jason Newsted

Rawk — The Art 
of Jason Newsted

Coach, Founder, & 
Legend Club

Coach, Founder, & 
Legend Club

Coach, Founder, & 
Legend Club

Coach, Founder, & 
Legend Club

Coach, Founder, & 
Legend Club

Coach, Founder, & 
Legend Club

Rawk — The Art 
of Jason Newsted

Rawk — The Art 
of Jason Newsted

Leg DayLeg Day

Inferno Bootcamp Inferno Bootcamp Inferno Bootcamp

Rawk — The Art 
of Jason Newsted

Former Metallica 
bassist, Jason Newsted, 
exhibit of his painting 
and sculpture, Rawk - 
The Art of Jason 
Newsted

Former Metallica 
bassist, Jason Newsted, 
exhibit of his painting 
and sculpture, Rawk - 
The Art of Jason 
Newsted

Three seperate clubs on 
the second level of the 
west concourse

Three seperate clubs on 
the second level of the 
west concourse

Three seperate clubs on 
the second level of the 
west concourse

Three seperate clubs on 
the second level of the 
west concourse

Three seperate clubs on 
the second level of the 
west concourse Three seperate clubs on 

the second level of the 
west concourse

Former Metallica 
bassist, Jason Newsted, 
exhibit of his painting 
and sculpture, Rawk - 
The Art of Jason 
Newsted Former Metallica 

bassist, Jason Newsted, 
exhibit of his painting 
and sculpture, Rawk - 
The Art of Jason 
Newsted

Enjoy lunges across the 
football field, running 
up the stadium steps, 
and other leg exercizes 
in this hour long leg 
day class.

Enjoy lunges across the 
football field, running 
up the stadium steps, 
and other leg exercizes 
in this hour long leg 
day class.

Inferno Bootcamp  
is a group exercise class 
that mixes traditional 
calisthenic and body 
weight exercises with 
interval and strength 
training.

Inferno Bootcamp  
is a group exercise class 
that mixes traditional 
calisthenic and body 
weight exercises with 
interval and strength 
training.

Inferno Bootcamp  
is a group exercise class 
that mixes traditional 
calisthenic and body 
weight exercises with 
interval and strength 
training.

Former Metallica 
bassist, Jason Newsted, 
exhibit of his painting 
and sculpture, Rawk - 
The Art of Jason 
Newsted

Bajo Presión/
Under Pressure
Early and mid-20th-
century Mexican art is 
characterized by a 
powerful blend of 
politics and 
revolutionary spirit, pre-
Columbian and 
indigenous art 
influences, and 
modernism in both art 
and life.

Coach, Founder, & 
Legend Club

Three seperate clubs on 
the second level of the 
west concourse

Khalid
Khalid stops at Inferno 
Place for his Roxy Tour.

Home About Calender Classes Book the Space
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Khalid Roxy Tour
Friday, January 26, 2018 
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Khalid stops at Inferno Place for his Roxy Tour.

Buy Tickets
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Team 14
Xindong Li, Katherine Keane, Anika Hirsch, 
Jacob Griffith, Daniel Han

Team 15
Rex Sowards, Naif Alotaibi, Cathy La,  
Scott Fitsimones, Rudolph Ward

ShowcaSe

Sun Devil Stadium 
SHINE
Team 14: Anika Hirsch, Daniel Han, Jake Griffith, Katherine Keane, Xidong Li

Site Context
Located between two mountains, the Sun Devil Sta-
dium is poised to take advantage of its natural envi-
ronment. The Sun Devil Stadium SHINE concept take 
its cues from its desert context, while also providing a 
public space unique to the stadium. 

help community

integrate

naturalize

encourage interaction

Interactive park fixtures representing each of the 
sixteen colleges dot Sun Devil Stadium SHINE. A mu-
seum wall located on the upper concourse provides 
more information about each college. Guests and 
students alike are able to learn more about what ASU 
offers. Prospective students can visit Sun Devil Stadi-
um SHINE as part of their decision-making process to 
see if ASU is right for them.

With Sun Devil Stadium SHINE, ASU becomes an in-
tegral part of the surrounding community. An event 
space on the North deck can be used to host commu-
nity events. The field can be used for events requiring 
a larger or grassy space. There is no limit to the types 
of events that can be hosted in these two spaces.

By allowing public congestion to flow naturally 
through Sun Devil Stadium SHINE, the surrounding 
city context becomes seamlessly integrated. Pedes-
trians and joggers can use the SHINE park to trav-
el between Veteran’s Way and Rio Salado Parkway, 
connecting and allowing more traffic to access the 
restaurants and shops in the area, as well as the Tem-
pe Transportation Center, located just west of the sta-
dium. 

Sun Devil Stadium SHINE incorporates plant life 
which is drought tolerant, thrives in direct sunlight, 
is native to the environment, and which has shining 
gold blooms to represent ASU. These requirements 
ensure that SHINE park will be low-maintenance, and 
environmentally sustainable. Green roof technology 
is a low-energy way to reduce the stadium’s environ-
mental impact, and reduce the temperature of the 
surroundings.

Sun Devil Stadium SHINE invites the public into its 
space with naturally landscaped gardens at the 
Northwest and Southeast entrances. The interactive 
park fixtures dotted along the park encourage fam-
ilies to stay and learn more about ASU’s sixteen col-
leges as they play. With Sun Devil Stadium SHINE, the 
stadium becomes not just a park space, but the face 
of the university.

Ground Level Second Level Green Roof

The SHINE Solution
Sun Devil Stadium SHINE opens the outdoor spaces on the first and second levels of the stadium to the public as an 

open park space, something which the area, and the ASU campus in particular is noticeably lacking. This space will 
welcome to students, as well as alums and their families, and anyone in the local community interested in the work be-

ing done at ASU.  The addition of plant life to the stadium walls and railings makes the space feel like a park without 
obstructing important walkways. In addition, sixteen interactive park fixtures designed by students from the sixteen col-

leges at ASU are located throughout the park.  

Park space open to public

Locations of 16 interactive park fixtures de-
signed by students in each of ASU’s 16 colleges

Interactive park fixtures like these, designed by 
students from each college, make Sun Devil Sta-
dium SHINE a place for exploration

View of Museum Wall with displays show-
casing the 16 colleges at ASU

W. P. Carey School of Business
Herberger Institute for Design  
& the Arts
Mary Lou Fulton Teachers Col-
lege
Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engi-
neering
School for the Future of Inno-
vation in Society
College of Health Solutions
Barrett, The Honors College
College of Integrative Sciences 
and Arts
New College of Interdisciplin-
ary Arts and Sciences
Walter Cronkite School of 
Journalism & Mass Communi-
cation
Sandra Day O’Connor College 
of Law
College of Liberal Arts & Sci-
ences
College of Nursing and Health 
Innovation
College of Public Service and 
Community Solutions
School of Sustainability
Thunderbird School of Global 
Management

ASU Colleges

Charity events, carnivals, children’s games, birth-
day parties, and concerts are just some of the 
events that can be hosted in Sun Devil Stadium 
SHINE

View of the Event Space during a concert

View of the upper con-
course. Soft rubber 

flooring makes the in-
teractive park fixtures 

safe for children to 
play on. 

Circulation paths show how Sun Devil Stadi-
um SHINE connects to the surrounding com-
munity. 

View of the Southeast entrance and park space with children play-
ing in an interactive park fixture

View of the Northwest entrance park 
space 

Lantana camara ‘Dallas Red’
Lantana Dallas Red

Ganzia rigens ‘Sun Gold’ Parkinsonia florida
Blue Palo Verde

Tecoma x ‘Sparky’

Senna artemisiodies
Feathery Cassiat

Larrea tridentata
Creosote Bush

Callaeum macropterum
Yellow Orchid Vine

Stage 1 - Rebuild
Renovating and adding to the current design 
of the stadium to make this area more publicly 
accessible to help it become a hub of recreation 
where people want to be and draw them in on a 
more regular basis.

ASU Charter

ASU is a comprehensive public research university, measured not by whom it 
excludes, but by whom it includes and how they succeed; advancing research 
and discovery of public value; and assuming fundamental responsibility for the 

economic, social, cultural and overall health of the communities it serves.

Design Imperatives of ASU

• Leverage Our Place - ASU embraces its culture, socioeconomic and physical setting.
• Enable Student Success - ASU is committed to the success of each unique student.
• Transform Society - ASU catalyzes social change by being connected to social needs.
• Fuse Intellectual Disciplines - ASU creates knowledge by transcending academic disciplines.
• Value Entrepreneurship - ASU uses its knowledge and encourages innovation.
• Be Socially Embedded - ASU connects with communities through mutually beneficial partnerships.
• Conduct Use-Inspired Research - ASU research has purpose and impact
• Engage Globally - ASU engages with people and issues locally, nationally, and internationally. 

“An initiative to create the infrastructure for a more open and community based Sun Devil Stadium.”
Source: http://sundevilstadium.asu.edu

Sun Devil Circuit is an initiative that will provide the 
infrastructure and the systems to create a year-long 
“circuit” of events to be held in Sun Devil Stadium. 

Sun Devil Circuit will allow multiple colleges to work 
together on events that benefit both the school and 

the public at large. Sun Devil Circuit will culminate in 
creating a culture of community within the stadium.

Stage 2 - Internal
Implemenatation of multiple ASU sponsored 
events. These events will provide an opportunity 
for one or more schools to collaborate with 
eachother on events. 

Stage 3 - External

Team 15   |   Professor Hargrove   |   Interdisciplinary Cluster Competition 2018

Construction of the “FreeSpace” Community 
hang out area. Located South East corner of the 
Sun Devil Stadium, the FreeSpace is basically 
a green patch park for the community to use 

whether for studying or to have a picnic. 

BikePath 
Construction of a bike lane connecting 

Veterans Way to Rio Salado through Sun Devil 
Stadium provides quicker access from one 
side of A Mountain and the Stadium to the 

other without access into the stadium. 

AthleticHub 
Creating an Athletic Hub in the top floor of the west 

concourse would attract athletes who is near the 
stadium already. Membership would grant them access 
to use the bleachers and field, something most gyms 
don’t have at their disposal. Concourse also includes 
juice bar and open space with minimalist furniture for 

mulitple uses from yoga during regular days to another 
Coach’s club during football games.

The formation of the “Circuit Board”. The 
Circuit Board is a board of ASU Faculty 

and Staff that will act as the staff in charge 
of reviewing requests for usage of Sun 

Devil Stadium for events. These requests 
can come from within ASU and from the 

public. The Board will vet these requests, 
denying any that would be harmful to the 
school, its image, or the stadium itself. 

For requests that are approved, the board 
would assist in setting up which schools 

would be involved and assist with the 
event. Ultimately the Circuit Board will 

help generate more autonomy for the Sun 
Devil Circuit.

Sun Devil Student Stores are established. Each college has a store to help 
promote and showcase their skills and knowledge from the academic year. 
Example: Herberger Institute for Design and the Arts has a store ran by art 

students selling student art or W.P. Carey School of Business has a store ran 
by business student to implement what they have learned to gain experience.
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Team 17
Shinye Kim, Jian Guo, Christina Romano,  
James Howard, Eileen Imbus

Christina Romano
Shinye Kim

Eileen Imbus
Jian Guo

James Howard

Sparky’s Ground

Cluster 17

Details
Learning is funest when you don’t know 
you’re doing it. Taking kinetic learning and 
fun along with history and mimicing 
the Sonoran desert around us we want Arizona 
to be a little healthier and a little happier. 

1   Magis Spun Chairs
 Piano Stairs

2  Food Court  
Interactive Walls
Lava Lounge Space

3  Saguaro Climbing Lounge

4  Ball Pit 
Human Hamster Balls
(Bowling, Soccer, Etc)

5  Food Court 
Gaming Space 
Interactive Light Paths

6  Hammock Space

7  Mountain Climbing Wall

8  Swing Sets

The stadium is a high energy 

atmosphere space. We propose 

keeping that going all year 

round with Sparky’s Ground - an adult 

sized playground

Proposal

Go back to a simpler time. Childhood. We want to 

bring back the fun and careless times but on an adult 

scale. The silly games you played as a child gave 

a sense of wonder and excitement forgetting troubles.

Sparky’s Ground provides to students, 

facility and the public space where 

they can go to get away from their 

worries, space where people play 

their stress away.  Throughout the sta-

dium, interactive spaces are planned 

where ASU culture and history is 

learned throughout all the activities.

Master Plan

ASU is a comprehensive public research university, 

measured not by whom it excludes, but by whom it 

includes and how they succeed; advancing 

research and discovery of public value; and assuming 

fundamental responsibility for the economic, social, 

cultural and overall health of the communities it serves. 

-ASU Goals and Visions

Attain national standing in academic 

quality for each college and school (top 5%) 

-ASU Charter

Reduction in stress can promote 

wellness as well as a value not currently 

available in Arizona. A chance to revive and re-thrive.

ASU’s stance

Stress sucks

Stress left unchecked can contribute to many health 

problems, such as high blood pressure, heart disease, 

obesity and diabetes.

70.1%  of ASU students 

experienced stress 

within the last school year.

30.5% that stress 

affected their 

academic performance

Only 37.1% said they did a good or 

outstanding job managing stress. 

EEKS!

Team 16
Cecile Kim, Luke Ayala, Parker LaFlam, 
Marcus Sandoval, David France

DESERT RIDGE BASIN

COLORADO PLATEAU

TRANSITION ZONE

THE NATURE MONUMENT

Nestled between two iconic buttes is 
Sun Devil Stadium. Although the location 
was chosen to showcase the natural 
beauty of the state, the industrial nature 
of the stadium has detracted from its 
iconic and unique landscape. From 
the Colorado plateau in the north, the 
desert basin ridge in the south, and the 
salt river valley in between, Devil’s Cove 
works as an interactive museum space 
to celebrate the diverse ecosystems and 
rich history of Arizona.

The Great Basin Desert is the largest US desert at 200,00 square miles, 
occupying the land between the rocky mountains and the sierra nevada range, 
the Colorado plateau, and the Mojave and Sonoran deserts.

The Colorado Plateau largely consists of both desert and dense forests. Much 
of the landscape is related in both appearance and geologic history to the 
Grand Canyon.

The Transition Zone, also known as the Salt River Valley, contains the Phoenix 
metropolitan area. The title “Valley of the Sun” popularly replaced usage 
starting in the early 1930s.

The Nature Monument is a 20 ft. landmark at the base of the Devil’s Cove.
It has the ASU Pitchfork embeded in it, symbolizing the stadium being 
embeded into the rock. It makes for a great photo opportunity with a bench 
style seating around the structure.

UPPER LEVEL CONCOURSES
DESERT RIDGE BASIN

LANDMARK

UPPER LEVEL CONCOURSES
COLORADO PLATEAU

NORTH END CONCOURSE
TRANSITION ZONE

GROUP 16
CECILE KIM, LUKE AYALA, PARKER LAFLAM, MARCUS SANDOVAL, DAVID FRANCE
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Team 18
Kimberly Lawson, Minghan Wei, Maria Maurer, 
Irelan Inoshita, Samuel Jagoda

Team 19
Evan Meade, Lauryn Nelson, Javier Olvera,  
Terry Hurst, Samuel Kaplan

SUN DEVIL LINK

KEY

EXISTING 
TRAILS

SUN SCREEN

BRIDGE

KEY

EXISTING 
TRAILS

ENTRANCES

BRIDGE

KEY

EXISTING 
TRAILS

PROPOSED
TRAILS

 
The overall objective of this design is to connect the Sun 
Devil Stadium to the surrounding trails and walkways for 

better pedestrian access to the stadium for everyday use as a 
spacious exercise facility.

GOALS

•  Creating bridges as links to multiple entrances 
to the stadium

•  Allowing better access to the building through 
trails from A Mountain and Tempe Town Lake

•  Using the stadium during the off-season as 
another workout facility for students and the 
community

•  Creating a shade wall for the stadium to 
reduce harsh sunlight for a more comfortable 
user experience

CONTEXT

CONNECTIVITY PLAN VIEW TRAILS PLAN VIEW

CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN

TEAM #18

With there only being one crowded fitness 
center on the south end of the Tempe campus 

to serve over 70,000 students, we think the Sun 
Devil Stadium would be a great location for an 

additional workout space. To get the most use out 
of the stadium would be to open it up to students, 

athletes and members of the community to 
participate in fitness classes, use the concourse as 
a running track, and utilize implemented workout 

equipment.

This shade panel helps users to be 
more comfortable in the space by 

blocking the harsh sun as it sets. The 
pitchfork logo is cut out so that a 

small amount of sun can peek through, 
creating a unique effect.

The “thing” we designed for this project 
is a trail map for people to use while on 
A Mountain or along Tempe Town Lake. 
These maps will be installed along the 
trails to let people know where they 
are, the distance of the trails and how 

to get to the stadium.
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AT SUN DEVIL STADIUM

SUN DEVIL 
C O M M U N I T Y  C E N T E R

GROUP 19

9 AM - Concourse Track

NOON - Meeting Space

3 PM - Zip Line Kush Field

6 PM - Club Height Rock Climb 

9 PM - Observatory Garden

 The X Interdisciplinary Cluster Competition - Re-Envisioning the Sun Devil Stadium as a 365 Third Place allows design students to collabo-
rate with other majors to come up with a new way to use the football stadium. Each team is encouraged to think about many different aspects 
when brainstorming ways to utilize the building, such as the number of people in a place that makes people want to be together, the tipping point, 
the brands relevant to the New American University and how can they be shown in the design. Since there were only ten days to complete the 
project, our team of 5 got to work immediately. The first few days were spent brainstorming. We came up with concepts that ranged from trans-
forming the stadium into a mall all the way to using it as a homeless shelter. The winning idea was to turn Sun Devil Stadium into a community 
center. This was driven by focusing on two of the Design Imperatives of a New American University: Leverage Our Place & Be Socially Em-
bedded. Creating a space that would allow for children to come for activities after school to a destination in the evening for families would help 
to connect the people of Tempe to the Sun Devil Stadium. The building would be used in the morning by giving the general public access to a 
workout facility complete with indoor track and yoga. The afternoon will be occupied by existing businesses hosting lunch meetings or renting out 
the space to complete work. The evening will show a transformation of the beer garden area into an observatory while the field offers a space to 

show movies. All of the events are capable of taking place throughout the entire year with little to no maintenance.

ASU
NOWn

INNOVATIVE EXPERIENCE COMMUNITY

ASU NOWn is a circular model 
that involves local residents and 
groups into the Sun Devil Com-
munity providing a unique expe-
rience in the heart of Tempe.

Local valley community centers, organiza-
tions and groups that have engaged and 
active participants

Re-envisioning Sun Devil Stadium as 
a building with enormous unused po-
tential and as a hub of the community

Unique and innovative activities that draw 
organizations and people by providing in-
dividuals with one-of-a-kind experiences 
found here in Tempe

People

Place

Thing
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Team 21
Anthony Martin, Logan Payne, Chase Keep, 
Jiajun Qi, Henry Erives Quintana

Dining

Sponsorships

Leisure

Logistics
For our food truck 
sales, we take the 
predicted number of 
people we will serve 
on an average day 
(1706) and multiply 
it by the average 
price of a meal from 
our five food trucks, 
which is roughly $8.

Restaurant sales 
for Fall 2019 are 
calculated with the 
ideas that nightly 
sales will triple 
from the Summer 
of 2019, which we 
expect to experience 
sales of $2,000 a 
night on our event 
nights. For the fall, 
we hope to raise 
$6,000 a night, and 
with the restaurant 
being open every 
night for the four 
months of the 
school semester, 
we arrive at our 
estimated figure of 
$720,000.

We constructed graphs to represent the potential revenue stream of the project over the course of two years, however we also have plans for this project past that point. One of the things we believe is that the number of customers that we 
serve per day will continue to rise as we strive to make the stadium a more integrated part of campus, as well as an integrated part of the greater community. We want Sun Devil Stadium to be a gathering place for students, a destination for 
adults, and a goal for community developers everywhere. Within five years of opening the new stadium, we are aiming for an average of 5,000 people entering the stadium on any given day of the year, whether they’re going to eat, shop, or 
simply relax. We envision a rotation of 8-10 food trucks that can change location each day, thus promoting a dynamic lifestyle while also creating demand for our trucks in different parts of campus. Instead of people stopping at the stadium 
solely due to its convenience and proximity, we want to create a space that people will travel to because of its atmosphere, quality, or community value. Our aim is for Sun Devil Stadium to one day be a community emblem, with a greater 
purpose than simply hosting football games. It will bring the Town of Tempe together, and unite students, residents, and employees under one common roof.

*  21 elevated state

Team 20
Katryn Squyres, Paulina Adame Castro,  
Boon Lee Tan, Gabriel Leon, Attilio Leonardi
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M I S S I O N

Part of being a New American University  
means meeting the needs of our community and 
being inclusive. As such, ASU plans to redefine 
the Sun Devil Stadium into a 365 Third Place to 
keep people returning to the facility outside of 
football games.

V I S I O N

Thus, we propose to transform Sun Devil  
Stadium into Sun Devil Grounds. Inspired by  
the atmosphere of a backyard, Sun Devil 
Grounds gives visitors a new experience to en-
courage outdoor exploration and social interac-
tion. 

M O B I L E  E N G A G E M E N T

Team 20 | Paulina Adame Castro | Attilio Leonardi | Katryn Squyres | Boon Lee Tan

O B J E C T I V E S

• to create an inviting space for ASU students 
and to the community

• bring life into Sun Devil Stadium through 
the implementation of art, vegetation and 
activities.

• provide a new venue of events to utilize the 
stadium 12 hours a day.

• encourage all visitors to discover the Sun Devil 
Stadium through their personal devices.

• create a unique experience inspired  memories 
of childhood and family.

The Sun Devil Grounds applicaction will not only 
allow ASU students to stay updated with events, but 
as well as anyone who might be in the Tempe area. 
The application allows viewers to scroll through 
recommended events, share the event through 
social media, message or email and favorite the 
event with the heart icon. The viewer can also look 
up events through a catagorial list. A calendar view 
is also provided so that the viewer can jump to 
whichever date they prefer. 

The SDG Community Garden Venue 
welcomes everyone who enjoy mornings to 

perform their favorite activities. These activities 
include yoga classes, morning coffee meetings, 

art sessions and gardening. 

The community, especially ASU students, 
can rent for garden plots via the SDG app and 
tend to them at any time of the day. They can 
also be rented out to local school classes for 
educational purposes. All produces will be 

donated to food banks.

This area was designed in a way 
to showcase how large vacant 

spaces throughout the stadium 
could be transformed through the 

implementation of banners, vegetation, lighting, 
and moveable furnishings. 

The SDG Social Brunch area is a space for 
students and community members to take 

a break from playing in the hot sun, grab 
an affordable meal served buffet style, and 

socialize in a comfortable community engaged 
environment. 

Keeping it within the theme of a 
backyard, next to the Community 

Garden Venue is a small play space 
with no specific purpose, since the only 
limit of a backyard is the imagination. 

This gives both visitors and faculty 
the freedom of performing whatever 

activity they want. Activities include soccer, dog 
walking and mini golf. 

The garden can also extend into this 
area should the garden require 

additional space for people who want to plant 
more vegetation.

At sunset, The Sun Deck can be transformed 
into a space perfect for outdoor dinner parties. 

The space can be rented for business events, 
educational functions, or personal celebrations. 

With meals and refreshments provided, we want 
this place to be full of uplifting conversation and 
fun. With games set up all around we encourage 

groups of all ages to come and hangout. 
Additional entertainment includes an open mic 

for anyone who wants to preform there. 

We think this would be an excellent place for 
inhabitants of Tempe to showcase their talent 

and perform with glee.

Every week, the SDG Community 
Garden Venue can be used as a 

destination for movie night. The other 
side of the Stadium’s existing digital screen 

serves as the projector screen. 

Movies are free to attend, welcoming 
all to enjoy watching their favorite 

films whenever they want. Visitors are welcome 
to bring their own blankets and snacks to 

accomodate themselves. 

We also organize polls for what movies visitors 
wish to see next. 

Areas of Interest:
Beer Garden

East Concourse
West Concourse

1”=150 FT
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Team 23
Bianca Gonzales, Gabriel Jaramillo, Chenyang Hu, 
Trevor Simpson, David Kim

Team 24
Christopher Fernandez, Tia Biakaiddy,  
Cecilia Ramey, Yueming Bao, Andrew Looney

2 

Within our project of re-envisioning Sun Devil Stadium as an          
everyday community facility, we tackled several key problems:   
Incorporating nature back into the stadium and the surrounding 
areas, making the stadium more centralized from the campus, and 
making the stadium a year-round facility for everyone to enjoy. 

Sun Devil 

 Connect

3

Our solution consists of creating a hiking/jogging trail that connects the sun 
devil stadium to the wells fargo arena and Baseball Stadium, adding features 
to the current ASU app that will bring health tracking capabilities, and imple-
menting point system that will encourage  students and community members 
to utilize the facility. 

Additionally, the trail will have native Arizona plants planted alongside the path 
for educational and aesthetical purposes. There will be a function within the    
application that will allow individuals to search which type of plants are    
planted alongside the trail. 

Overall, we believe that the creation of a trail alongside the application will 
bring greater attraction and reason for the students and community members 
to stop by the stadium to have a quick jog or a walk. 

   

By having an application dedicated for the stadium activities, individuals would 
compete among themselves for the shortest completion time, and by creating a 
centralized scoreboard within the sun devil stadium, people would be able to 
see the populated areas within the trail. 

   

2 3

APP

Hiking/Running Trail

Devils Ascent

Team 24   Christopher Fernandez   Tia Biakaiddy        Alice Bao     CeCe Ramey

 ASU Sun Devil Stadium 365 / Innovation of space, partnership,  

 environment, and society. 

Beer Garden 1st Floor

Underground Storage

Beer Garden 2nd Floor

Lounge

Food and Dinning Daily

# Beer Garden

Overview

#Devils Hook

Transformation

# Storage
The new storage area located underneath the East 
bleachers which can be connected to from the 
Northeast field entrance. Here the stadium can store 
anything that they don’t want the public to have 
access to. 

The beer garden would be transformed into more of a 
garden space instead of just an open concrete slab. 
In this revitalized space, users will be able to enjoy the 
multipurpose seating and relax amongst the foliage. This 
area can also still be used by vendors during game time 
and transform the multipurpose seating into tables. This 
area can also be rented out into four events. 

1

ASU Charter 
 Our Values 

Adidas  
 Creativity 

 Cocacola 
 Achieve 3 2 1

Looking to enhance 3 overall spaces in the and out-
side the stadium while creating a 24 hour friendly 
atmosphere. To add a space for storage to create 
more free space for the users to use. Enhance the 
beer garden to add a friendly and inviting atmo-
sphere any time of day and finally to create a direct 
link between the stadium and Hayden Buttes for a 
ADA friendly portion of the course. 

The Hook
This 1 mile course is designed to have direct access from 
the Stadium down and on the north east side of the butte 
through a newly designed trail that is ADA friendly from the 
stadium to the 3rd marker. After you leave the sightline of 
the stadium you will travel through the Devils skyline that 
floats above water drainage. Then you will pass partnership 
marker 3 and the trail becomes a little more difficult and 
links to the original path to the top of A mountain. 

Trail marks on Devils Hook are made in partnership with 
ASU partners such as Adidas, Cocacola, and Starbucks 
to make a unique experience on the trail that demands to 
be shared with friends and family on social media.

2

3

 Starbucks 
 Sustainability 4 

ASU

open
start

now

ASU

 Sparky’s Skyline 

 Storage 

 Bleachers 

4

Skyline
Sparky’s Skyline is meant to lift you up over the water 
drainage path and move you through the paved bridge 
path. This path is lifted and illuminated to give you a 24/7 
time usage. Also with it being paved and at a low grade it 
creates a safe and usable course for ADA use.

Partnerships

 Trail distance  
 aprox. 1 mi 
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Team 26
Thomas Chung, Sijie Chen, Shuang Li,  
Augustin Wehn, Megan Mcholland

Salute to Service Initiative

Relevant Brands

Agility Training Facility

M-F 7am-10pm, Sat-Sun 9am-9pm

M-F 5am-7am

ROTC Facility

Army, Navy, and Airforce ROTC need a space for 
training and for their offices to be moved. In our 
proposed plan we would use the Agility Training 
Facility as an area for ROTC students to train on 
obstacles, much like the ones used in basic training. 
These obstacles would be focused on strength 
development through body weight exercises. One of 
the key advantages of these obstacles is that they 
would be formatted in a way that could be optimized 
for any strength workout. An auxillary building will 
be featured on the south-west corner of the stadium. 
This building will be available for the purposes of 
lounges for each of the three branches as well as 
locker rooms for student ROTC members to get ready 
before class. It will have 20,000 sqft. Being on the 
South side of the stadium, students will have quicker 
access to the Tempe main campus.

After ROTC is done training in the 
mornings the facility will be open to the general 
public. All of the same obstacles would be available 
for free to all active and retired military and at a 
discounted rate to students. Non-students would have 
to pay full admission to train at the Agility Training 
Facility. Students pay $7 per day pass and $25 for a 
month membership. Non-students pay$10 per day 
pass and $35 for a month membership. All proceeds 
would go towards Veteran Affairs and the Wounded 
Warrior Foundation. All obstacles will be optimized 
for both abled and disabled people of beginner, 
intermediate, and advanced skill levels. This will be 
achieved by having a wide array of body weight 
activities. Inside the facility there will be interfaces on 
which patrons can choose a workout that is ideal for 
their skill set and physical ability.

Currently there are over 500,000 veterans living in 
Arizona. That is roughly 10% of the population. It is 
reported that 61% of veterans have difficulty 
returning home; veterans often find it difficult to return 
to civilian life. Being able to reacclimate these soldiers 
into society is essential. This could be done in a 
variety of ways: Primarily, the focus would be on 
providing group therapy, career counseling, and 
soical events. This would help ease the transition of 
soldiers who have been in war zones for long 
stretches of time, to life back home. All of these could 
be held within the club lounges. This will be available 
to all veterans for free as a part of ASUʼs Salute to 
Service initiative and the Pat Tillman Foundation. The 
program will be funded through revenue generated 
from the Agility Training Facility. 

M-Sun 11am-7:30pm

Facility Amenities

Pull-up Bars
Dip Bars
TRX System
Rope Pulls
Peg Walls
Bouldering Walls

Hurdles
Cargo Nets
Balance Beams
Running Track
Plyometric Boxes
Stairs

Step-Ladders
Ropes
Crawling Obstacles
Monkey Bars
Wall Climbs
Rope Swings

Team 26
Sijie Chen

Thomas Chung
Shuang Li

Meagan Mcholland
Augustin Wehn

strength. discipline. courage.

guidance. vocation. community.

Upper Level
Army Lounge
Navy Lounge
Airforce Lounge

Lower Level
Lobby
Locker Rooms

Team 25
Amy Dicker, Dylan Kerr, Chloe Zuniga,  
Kathlene Stewart, Timothy Mcgeehon

OUR VISION

BECOME YOUR FUTURE.

FEATURES

The word interchange stands for the exchange 
of things or information between people. This 
definition represents the mission behind 
Interchange, which is to create a community of 
young professionals that share knowledge and 
experiences together. By establishing the 
learning of these soft skills through a 
collaborative environment, the learning 
experience will be authentic. This one of a 
kind training is an innovative and yet logical 
way to prepare people to be better 
employees. The goal of the community is to 
reach outside of the university walls and 
engage with people in Tempe Town Lake’s 
business district. During its use the 
Interchange space would be home to lectures 
by ASU’s CPE on topics like technology, 
entrepreneurship, and design theory. When 
not being used for lectures the space would 
transform into a place where members of the 
Interchange community would work 
collaboratively on projects that would hone 
different soft skills. 

WHY?
Being a job ready applicant in today’s world 
is about more than just having the technical 
skills necessary to carry out a job. A recent 
survey done by Google of its top 
employees showed that soft skills, like 
communicating, understanding other’s 
opinions, and being supportive, were what 
differentiated average employees from 
outstanding ones. Interchange, the newest 
and most immersive of the career 
communities at ASU, will seek to prepare 
recent and soon to be graduate ASU 
students to enter the workforce with 
refined soft skills. These skills will be honed 
through classes provided by the CPE along 
with workshops and group projects 
designed to force members of Interchange 
to learn these soft skills in a synthesized 
work environment.

TEAM #25

WHEN,WHERE?
Housed right inside the Sun Devil Stadium, 
Interchange seeks to reimagine what this 
space can be used for during non-gamedays. 
Located in the middle section of the club 
level, Interchange will help define what the 
space in the East Sideline can be used for. 
Being just across the street from the 
developments along Tempe Town Lake, it 
could become an attractive place for young 
professionals to come to work.

Providing stackable modular furniture to bring a fun, creative design feel to the 
space. Extendable cushions that double as the surface and leg rest. Creating 
your own custom set up to whatever makes you comfortable. We provide free 
parking, high speed internet, and an amazing patio view of the mountain as well 
as the Lakeside Developments.
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Team 27
Donglei Cao, Daniel Schilk, Brooke Petsche, 
Andrew Htoon, Aaron Mcwatt

Team 28
Xingyu Zhong, Ma Tianchi, Konatsu Rogers, 
Yoorina Seo, Tyler Mebane

Andrew Htoon
Brooke Petsch
Daniel schilk
Donglei Cao
                  

instructor:
Salem Kimberly

Lounge area with 
variations

Connection between
VIP clubs and lounge 
area, 
between construction 

Overview 

Multifunctional 
recreational area with the 
ability to be used for 
restraurants, shopping, 
and concerts.

A lounge to just hangout
with friends, work on 
projects, watch the game,
do almost anything in this 
space.
It is one of the only free 
things to do in Arizona.

TEAM 28          The Checkpoint 

The Sun Devil 
Stadium is only used 
for 6 days out of the year, 
and stays vacant the other 
98% of the time. Our goal 
for this project is to find a 
way to draw people into 
the stadium and encourage 
them to spend time there 
when there is no football 
game. 

The Legends’ Club 
functions as a place to 
spend time before and 
during football games 
only. This space could be 
transformed into a valuable 
asset for the university. We 
decided to redesign this 
room into a video game bar 
and lounge where students 
and Tempe residents 
can eat, drink, and game 
together. 

What’s New?

9AM - 12PM Open lounge and balcony

3PM Open suites

6PM - 9PM Open the bar

Balcony

Lounge

1 2 3 4

5

6

Food

Game Suites

Bar

Bar

Food

Video Game

Social
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Team 30
Audrey Powell, Junru Shao, Caitlin Sullivan, 
Amanda Myers, Moses Onyeabor

Team 29
Jingwen Wu, Connor Pendery, Samantha Hendricks, 
Alana Meraz, Jessica Micksch

After asking several ASU 

students what they thought 

was missing on campus, 

the most common answer 

was, a comfortable place 

to relax, unwind and take a nap. The mental 

health of students and faculty is of the utmost 

importance, and creating a space for students 

to unwind between classes is something that 

is currently absent from the ASU experience. 

Most local, public coffee shops and parks are 

always crowded with people and do not provide 

a clean, comfortable space. The domes range 

in four different sizes, giving users the option 

of a private or public experience. Each dome 

would be labeled with a number to assure 

simple navigation on the field. Also, in order 

to make Devilsphere accessible to everyone, 

every dome is wheelchair acccessible 

The two largest domes are 

90 feet in diameter. These 

sizable spaces would be 

perfect for housing stress 

relief activities such as daily 

yoga and meditation classes and the occasional 

mindfulness speaker. When not being used for 

an activity, students and faculty can use these 

domes for their convenience. Meditation and 

yoga classes would be held at both 9 a.m. and

9 p.m. daily, providing the ASU community an 

opportunity to become energized in the morning 

and unwind in the evening. Incorporating yoga 

classes into Devilsphere not only benefits the 

people of ASU health wise, but also gives large 

brands such as Corepower Yoga a chance 

become associated with ASU.

The four medium sized 

domes measure to 36 feet 

in diameter. These areas 

would have a cafe-esque 

atmosphere and would be 

outfitted accordingly to truly activate the space. 

Everyday at noon and 6 p.m., two of the four 

domes would hold smaller group stress relief 

activities such as painting, drawing, and deep 

breathing exercises. In order to keep the space 

at maximum comfortability, all geodesic domes 

would have to stay cool under the hot desert 

sun. To solve this issue, every structure would 

be equipped with a thermo-shield coating on 

the outside to reflect the UV rays from the sun, 

as well as a solar powered fan to provide steady 

ventilation for those lounging on the inside. 

The smallest of the domes 

have a 10 foot diameter and 

a 16 foot diameter. These 

spaces would be available 

all day for group meetings, 

lounging and napping for the ASU community on 

a first come, first serve basis. The smallest dome 

comfortably fits up to three people, providing 

a more private and personal enviornment. The 

slightly larger, 16 foot diameter dome would be 

a prime setting for small groups to get together. 

In both of these domes, large pillows and lounge 

furniture would be provided in order to offer 

maximum comfortability. This presents a great 

opportunity for ASU to get involved with another 

admirable local brand with its headquarters in 

Phoenix, Tuft and Needle. 

Devilsphere is a field re-imagined from a tradishionally fast paced, active environment into one that is slower and more 
relaxed. Sun Devil stadium is currently viewed as a relatively untouchable space that only the football team is given 
access to. The driving force behind this concept is to give students and faculty a place to go and relax during the breaks 
in their busy work days, and make the stadium more approachable. The space is to be used year-round through the 
installation of eco friendly, portable geodesic domes placed in dynamic arrangement on the field space. In contrast to the 
high-octane environment during football season, this re-design is intended to create a haven of peace and relaxation.

Team 29 Jingwen Wu, Connor Pendery

Jessica Micksch, Alana Meraz

Samantha Hendricks
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Team 32
Geng Tian, Brian Luna, Torloni Denise,  
Laura Wiskerchen, Loliya Memberr

TEAM 32

The LED fitness track that will occupy the entire 
diameter of the stadiums main concourse. This 
illuminated track has advanced technology that is 
able to track running times and speed using highly 
accurate RFID tracking technology. 

We envision an outdoor space 
that is available for ASU and the 
residents of Tempe. Taking 
advantage of the great views and 
ideal setting of the Sun Devil 
Stadium.  The Devil’s Grid is 
comprised of an interactive 
multi-purpose outdoor space, an 
LED fitness track and a mountain 
pathway creating additional 
outdoor space available 365 days 
of the year.

• The Devil’s Grid: 250’ long 
interactive, multipurpose 
fiber-optics  field that can host a 
variety of events and activities for 
ASU  and its community.

• The Track: an interactive LED 
track throughout the stadium’s 
main concourse connecting to the 
Sun Deck of the stadium

• Mountain Pathway: a pathway 
that connects each butte on both 
sides of the stadium

The Devil’s Grid is a 250 foot 
extension of the sun deck.  The 
additional space provides an 
interactive, multipurpose field that 
can be used to host events and 
other activities. This futuristic field 
is comprised of a fiber optic floor 
that allow the space to be  .
 

transformed for unique and specific purposes with the click of a button.   
The fiber optics can respond to touch by changing colors when a person or object interacts with it.

The Mountain Pathway aims to connect the 
buttes that surround the Sun Devil Stadium.  
These lit pathways will provide easy access to 
both buttes via the Sun Devil Stadium.

Team 31
Tengbo Rong, Guanyi Zhou, Aimee Woodward, 
Erik Parkhurst, Austen Pearce

Sparky’s
Solar Shade Garden

Location: Sun Deck

Plan:

Details:

Conclusion:
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Team 34
Xiaojin Xing, Daniela Chavez, Qing Xia,  
Alex Quintana, Sean Randall

Team 33
Aiyue Wang, Huyen Pham, Katherine Sutton,  
Andrew Peterson, Charles Petty

Tempe Health Hub
at Sun Devil Stadium

Tempe Health Hub is a fitness program designed to 
engage more of the Tempe community and ASU students 
with health and wellness, by providing accessible workout 
space, educational workshops, and daily motivation.

A four month program beginning in January establishes the stadium as 
a fitness space open for all. Each Saturday of the month has workshops, 
classes, and competitions to educate people about the foundations 
of nutrition and exercise. These theme months wrap up in April, but the 
fitness center is open throughout the year.

The fitness center provides daily 
access to a healthy lifestyle.

Facilities can be used 
from 5am to 11pm

On workshop days, the stadium is utilized to host group classes, 
fitness competitions, health evaluations, and guest speakers. 

Monthly themes

Daily workout space

Weekly workshops

Space for nutrition classes Space for group workout class Space for group speakers and competitions

Team 33

January: Nutrition February: Cardio

March: Weight training April: Mental health
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Team 35
Brett Cordova, Omar Salamah, Shangying Sun, 
Naman Nanda, Moudgal Dhruva

Team 36
Mallory Payne, Margot Stevens, Walker Anderson, 
Veronica Gomez, Jiwon Park

Group 35:  Naman Nanda , Omar Salamah, Dhruva Moudgal, Shangying Sun, Brett Cordova
Google Glass fitness still by Race Yourself https://youtu.be/39W6CMpdGsM

connecting your glasses...
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Stadium Cover: Devil’s Peak

Stadium Connection Walkway

Our initial design concept was to cover the stadium in a innovative way 
that would bring the community in and create memorable experiences 
for the students and the users attracted to the stadium. This structure 
turns Sun Devil Stadium into a hub for entertainment year round, 
hosting festivals, concerts, observatory projections and other events 
such as ‘SummerEnds’, ‘Pot of Gold’ and many more. The shade 
provided is essential to make this a comfortable environment when 
Tempe reaches high temperatures.  Overall, this feature is a 
community asset where Sun Devils of all sorts can come together.

The second aspect of our stadium redesign is to create a connection 
between the stadiums to unify the structures and provide a more 
comfortable space for the users. The design itself stems from the 
adidas logo, this latest adidas logo resembles a mountain which is to 
inspire their users to push themselves to their limits, as ASU inspires 
their students to do. This unifies Adidas and ASU. This addition 
provides a cool shaded space for the community, and vendor spaces 
that can produce revenue and promotion for ASU and Adidas.

Additions have been made to both the top of the 
stadium as well as the walkway between Sun 
Devil Stadium and the Wells Fargo Arena.

Sun Devil 
Stadium   

Reimagining   

15'-4 5
16"

13'-111316"

10'-2 9
16"

7'-1178" 6'-058" 5'-1112"

20'
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Team 38
Merry Mcgee, Brian Skeet, Courtney Zeitler,  
Ali Schierbrock, Dario Soldan

Team 38

A place to thrive.
Horizon provides a place for students to work, socialize, and team build. The bright and open 
atmosphere will infl uence creativity, and will energize students to think outside the box. Suspended 
couches add a sense of “play,” a key ingredient for opening up the mind, allowing for more 
innovative ideas to fl ow. 

Your space to customize.
Horizon is a completely customizable space that shapes to your needs. The OLED panels can make 
gorgeous displays, separate rooms, and can create ingenious brainstorming centers. Equipped with 
projection technology, these panels can make for stunning exhibits, or be stored away for an open social 
area. The upper level provides additional workspacs, projection technology, and cover from the harsh 
weather. Social or professional, Horizon provides a space for all occasions. 

Available for events.
With such an open, energetic, and customizable atmosphere, Horizon is available for all kinds of events. 
Students gain a location to hold events for their majors, fundraising and gaining awareness from the Tempe 
community.  The spaces are also available for rent for any business, individual, or third party as a 
customizable and fun location for their next event.

Innovative features.
OLED Panels make for easy and customizable setups for every event. 
Available in two fi nishes, OLED and recycled materials for pinning up work for exhibits.
Magnetic technology allows for easy confi gurations.
Can display high-quality images.
Touch-sensitive for writing, drawing, and brainstorming.

Team 37
Ria Ravindra Musale, Dejian Pan, Sara Perkins,  
Klariz Glen Gapusan, William Goodwin

Group 37

Adjustable Stadium Benches

ROTC Equipment Concepts

ROTC & Adaptive Training Site

In the area located in the North Endzone 
Patio, ROTC can quickly set up and take 
down their exercise equipment when
needed.

With the Adaptive Training equipment 
being more complex and bulky, a building 
will being designated specifically for them.

ROTC at Arizona State needs 20,000 square ft for its 550
members. This space will be used to keep the students
in physical condition with core workout equipment 
necessary.

Disabled Veterans seek physical fitness and 
competition, but need specialized equipment 
to do so. An Adaptive Training center would
give them a space where they can empower
themselves through teamwork and motivation.

Sun Devil Serviceman Fitness Zone
Fitness area designated for ASU’s ROTC program and 
Disabled Veterans
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Team 40
Camille Medeiros, Hanna Mills, Kyle Peterson, 
Stefan Rodriguez, Katherine Salazar

Challenge Trail

Group 40

In repurposing the space at Sun Devil 
Stadium, we took to heart the idea of 
connection. Connecting the stadium with 
the landscape, connecting inside with 
outside, and connecting ASU with the 
surrounding community. The first part
of our proposal is to introduce a challenge 
trail that allows hikers/runners to trav-
erse through A mountain, the stadium, and 
the butte on the other side. Along
the trail inside the stadium would be phys- 
ical challenge stations. People could 
download our FitDevil app, which would 
give users weekly challenges, track

The trail outlined in peach is 
what we propose the stadium 
should be. This trail connects 
the stadium to its environmen- 
tal surroundings, bringing
the natural scenery into the 
stadium. The trail itself will
be a challenge trail connecting 
the already existing Hayden 
Butte Trail to the stadium at the 
level of the main concourse. 
It would then loop around the 
concourse to exit out to the 
adjoining hill.

Here is an overview of what 
our app, FitDevil, would look 
like. The app itself would 
come outfitted with a calendar 
to keep track of challenges 
you have completed, a list of 
the challenges themselves, 
and a timer to keep track of 
your times and accomplish- 
ments. Here you can see what 
the login screen would look 
like on FitDevil and a walk- 
through page when you first 
download the app.

The Challenge Stations are placed through- 
out the hiking trail on A Mountain, the 
concourse level of the Sun Devil Stadium, and 
the remaining trail on the butte located on 
the other side of the stadium. The stations 
have scanners that users can scan using
 the code on their FitDevil apps. After scann- 
ing their phone at the station, the app will 
come up with a fitness challenge for the user 
to complete. The fitness challenges allow
the users to engage with the challenge stat- 
ions, with some stations having stepping 
blocks built around the base and other stat- 
ions having pull-up bars built into the station. 

Fitness App

Projected Trail

Enjoy a relaxing yoga excercise in the 
beer garden.9:00 A.M.

Community picnic with local food 
trucks from around Tempe.12:00 P.M.

Peak number of community members 
on the trail.3:00 P.M.

Drink with Sparky at the beer garden 
for happy hour!6:00 P.M.

Lay down and stargaze on the main 
concourse level.9:00 P.M.

Challenge Stations

their stats, and allow them to compete 
with friends. The second part of our prop- 
osal is to renovate the north end beer 
garden. This would involve construction
of an overhead, open-space shelter as 
well as planting trees and other desert 
plants. This space could then be used for 
ROTC training and as part of the chall- 
enge trail. The desert trees and plants 
would provide shade and will be 
another example of bringing the 
outside in.

Team 39
Emily Kellogg, Seyla Muise, Joyce Choi,  
Yong Seop Shim, Ilya Skolkov

The purpose of ASU X is to create a space that 
transforms into a new space each month, by col-
laborating with different companies. The idea be-
hind this project is that the revenue that is made 
through each collaboration would be used toward 
students organizations/new student jobs, so that it 
could create a space where all the users benefit.

ASUx

ASU will reach out to well-established/up-and-com-
ing  companies to rent out Sun Devil Stadium for month 
long slots in order to occupy the space and  create 
events that coordinates with the collaborating brand.

With the revenue recieved by renting 
out Sun Devil Stadium, ASU will hire 
ASU students to fill up the positions 
led by representatives from collabo-
rating companies. By hiring students 
to shadow these professionals, long 
lasting relationships are created that 
add  valuable networks for the stu-
dents’ professional careers.

Collaborating with 
well-established com-

panies will not only 
help create positive 

bonds between them 
and ASU, but it will also 

work to advertise ASU 
as an institution. These 

collaborations will work 
to attract not only stu-
dents, but enthusiasts 
of the various collabo-

rative brands, connect-
ing back to Tempe’s 

community.
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Team 42
Nenwe Geeso, Aidan Ward, Gabrielle Delgado, 
Emily Nicoll, Aaron Sanchez

NE ENTRANCE

NW ENTRANCE

SW ENTRANCE

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY                                                               Team 42

Sun Devil Stadium has always been a 
staple of Arizona State University to bring 
together the people in supporting the Sun 
Devil football team. However, the 2017 
season saw seven home games for the 
Sun Devils which left the stadium unused 
for the remaining 358 days of the year. 
This presents an opportunity to rethink the 
way we use this remarkable facility when 
it isn’t hosting ASU’s football team.

SUN DEVILS 
OBSERVATION 
TOWER

Be surrounded 
by our beautiful 
Arizona landscape 
and Tempe town 
Lake. Visitors can 
use the observation 
tower to access 
a 360 aerial view 
of Tempe.

Preexisting concession 
stands will be used to 
serve carnival food.

ASU performing arts students 
and local artists can showcase their 
talent on the performance stage.

The Sun Fest aims to 
capitalize on this opportunity 
by accomplishing three 
tasks, to include ASU & the 
surrounding community, to 
take advantage of the 
picturesque environment 
that encircles the stadium, 
& creating space for students 
to showcase their talents, 
organizations, & clubs. 

Team 41
Oriana Gil Perez, Grace Dudzinski,  
Stephanie Bookout, Valencia Martin

Welcome to i conic; a coworking space 
dedicated cultivating relationships between ASU 
students, alumni, faculty, and their neighbors. 
i conic at Sun Devil Stadium is the latest statement 
in Arizona State University’s expanding catalog 
of sustainability, diversity, and innovation. 

At the touch of a button, students, faculty 
and all other ASU affiliates will be able to reserve 
tables, meeting rooms, and desktops. Start your 
company, hold conferences with partners, and enjoy 
the luxury of working around the most diverse 
and innovative individuals in the nation.

The name i conic is a triple entendre that draws 
on the similarity between the words ‘Conic’, ‘I 
Connect’, and ‘Iconic’. 

i conic’s brand-new outdoor design connects the stadium to the rest of 
campus and invites people to enter and use the space. Featuring a 50 foot 
LED screen that advertises events and opportunities to get involved 365 
days a year.

i conic app

New Entrance 

Coworking

ROTC HQ

Sustainable Design

Introducing a base Camp for 
ASU ROTC. Overlooking scenic 
Tempe, i conic will be the proud 
new home for ROTC as a place 
to train, study, and work before, 
between, and after class. 

Team 41 

Coworking and sustainability 
go hand in hand by sharing 
resources, space, and supplies. 
i conic promotes sustainability 
throughout it’s design by 
incorporating reclaimed and 
recycled materials for flooring 
and furniture, living walls, water 
efficient faucets and toilets, and 
powered 100% by solar energy.

Oriana Gil Perez
Grace Dudzinski
Stephanie Bookout
Marín Valencia
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Team 44
Adrian Castro Martinez, Mikayla Mertz,  
Maria Duran, Nicholas Vincetic

SUN DEVIL PLUS

What is Sun Devil Plus?

A student who is struggling financially may not 

have a phone, but computers at ASU are easily 

accessible. Students can learn more about Sun 

Devil Plus and what the requirements are in order 

to qualify. Such as: You must have above a 2.5 

GPA, help during game nights, plan an event, etc.

Why a website?

RESOURCESEVENTSHOUSING

Section cutPlan view

Sleeping Pods

The sleeping pods take up the main 

corridor on both the east and west side 

of the stadium. It contains a storage area 

under the bed, and empty walls for 

customization. The pod will be closed 

with a glass door to serve as a window, 

and a curtain on the inside for privacy. 

Group 44: Maria Duran, Mikayla Mertz, Nicholas Vincetic, Adrian Castro  

7ft7ft

5ft5ft

9-12pm

3-6pm

12-3pm

6-9pm

Sun Devil Plus is a resource that involves housing and community events. Students who struggle with 

homelessness can use this resource to recieve a free place to sleep, shower, etc. Sun Devil Plus teamed 

up with Student Advocacy and Assistance & University Housing to help students who do not have a home 

and are willing to live/plan ASU community events at the Sun Devil Stadium.

Team 43
Juan Garcia Leyva, Grace Strasser,  
Kaitlyn Boyd, Thao Ngo

Group 43:

Kaitlyn Boyd
Gracie Strasser

Thao Ngo
Juan Garcia Leyva

9AM • COMMUNITY 
           GARDEN
This would be one portion under the glass 
dome. First, the dome as a whole would be 
made with various colors, providing an 
attraction for the people of Tempe to see. 
Specifically, this portion, would be an 
opportunity for people to partake in gardening.

12PM • INFORMATIONAL 
             BOARDS
Throughout surrounding nature of the stadium, 
various triangular glass signs would be put up 
to provide information about nearby plants, 
history, etc.
We wanted to incorporate parts of the stadium 
throughout nature as well, and we think this 
would be a great informational piece for those 
who hike around the mountains.

3PM & 6PM • CEILING
Throughout the concourse of the stadium, glass 
ceilings would be implemented, adding color, 
nature and attraction to the stadium as a whole. 
With nature being on top of you as you walk, 
the stadium feels more like a part of the 
surrounding landscape rather than a disruptive 
structure. The ceiling also serves as a 
connection for the botanical garden and the 
informational boards.

9PM • BOTANICAL GARDEN
This is the garden piece under the glass dome. 
For this particular section, it would be for 
enjoying a walk around and the opportunity to 
see nature growing inside the stadium.
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Team 46
Katelyn Lentz, Syndey Greaves, Amberley Johnson,
Senbao Yu, Hadeel Nukaly

Amberley Johnson, Katelyn Lentz, 

Radhika Sant & Sydney Greaves

Step out of the hustle and bustle of daily school life and enter The Epicenter, 

where Sun Devil Athletics meets networking, socializing, and exhibiting of 

what Arizona State University has to offer.  Whether it be during a game or 

any day of the year, The Epicenter is an engaging, diverse space that brings 

students and professionals together in a smart and unique way.  

Surrounding and involving each space is a temporary, collapsible structure 

that can be set up or taken down or folded up and stacked together-- making 

efficient use of the current space within the stadium by allowing maximum 
flexibility.  A commonality of all structured areas is that they serve as gathering 
spaces: for food and drink, relaxing, exhibiting work and networking, or having 

a good time with friends.  Coherently, all structures reflect an origami-like 
form-- making them easy to set up or take down.  Along with movability, these 

structures are color-coded to their designated uses-- Showcase being the color 

blue, Streamline the color pink, Chow Town the color gold, and Chill Space the 

color green.  Color coordination makes locating these spaces on the 

Epicenter App easy and effortless.  

STRUCTURES

EPICENTER
at sun devi l  stadium 

TEAM #46

SHOWCASE

Exhibiting student work for public and professional viewing.  

Setting up the structure and working on group projects. Decorated for special occasions or holidays.  

Showcase is where students and professionals come together.  The space allows flexible 
opportunity for networking and integration with the professional world, as well as 

opportunity for alumni to connect with the students.  The flexibility of Showcase also 
allows students of all disciplines to display their work-- giving other students, faculty 

members and professionals the ability to experience fields outside their own.  
By integration of disciplines and networking, students achieve a well-rounded and 

career building experience without having to travel off-campus.  

CHILL SPACE

Climb-able structure creates a playful, playground-like space. 

Evening rendering of the Chill Space.  

Elevations in the structure allow people to explore and engage or find a quiet spot for themselves.  

Located on the north side of the stadium, the Chill Space is a rejuvinating outdoor desert garden 

where students and other residents of the city can enjoy the beauty of nature. The large structure 

allows people to meander or find a nook of their own to read, meditate or chill with friends. The 
shade structure above protects from the sun as well as provide light during evening hours. 

The designated area for a beer garden during game days, transforms into a space where people 

of all ages can take part in-- promoting a safe and healthy campus environment.  

STREAMLINE

People enjoying leisure time:
watching movies, playing karaoke, etc.  

Watching past sporting events.  

Streamline is large enough for a variety of activities, such as silent discos.  

Streamline is the ultimate space for media. While Showcase and the Chill 

Space provide areas for networking and relaxing, Streamline provides place for 

media and performance. Whether it be a silent disco or watching a movie, this 

adaptable space allows students and other alike to engage with various media 

and performance activities.

CHOW TOWN

Larger groups can congregate. Setting up the structure.  

Open structure allows circulation through the space while providing tables and seating.  

Chow Town is where students can come grab a drink or a bite to eat. Scattered 

throughout the stadium, food is conveniently close to any center of activity, 

reducing the need to walk outside the stadium. Unlike food stands in most 

stadiums, the Chow Town lets culinary students or local chefs integrate with the 

Sun Devil community while providing healthier, more appealing and affordable 

options. Current ASU students can also use their M&G dollars.

EPICENTER APP
Supporting the new design of the Sun Devil Stadium is the Epicenter App 

which allows students to find areas of interest within the stadium, see current 
location in relationship to those spaces, find events that are happening, and 

Landing Page Home Screen Streamline Menu Showcase Menu

THE 

Standing out from previous places on campus, The Epicenter is a one-stop 

location for students; providing services, exhibition space for displaying 

work, leisure space to sit back and recuperate, and media space to hold 

performances, concerts or celebrations.  Come and discover what makes 

ASU a student-powered destination school.  

Experience The Epicenter. 

much more.  Students and others are also able to post photos and videos of 

their experiences to the story of each space, thus attracting more people to 

check them out.  

Team 45
Hardy Kyron, Liu Dewen, Hanson Joshua,  
Stephanie Hernandez, Vatsal Shah

T H E

3 6 5

3 6 5

Global Experience 365:

The global experience is an immersive and 
interactive world tour for all ages to participate. 
With the state of the art virtual reality, people 
are transported and encouraged to learn about 
new cultures and monuments. During the virtual 
reality voyage, Emma, the personal tour guide 
embedded into the headsetv, will be available to 
provide historical and site context! Users may ask 
any questions or find additional information 
about their travel.

The Global Experience 365 offers flexibility with 
seasonal schedules:

 Celebrating global diversity with festivities
 such as Dia de Muertos, Mardi Gras, Chinese 
 New Year, and many more.

 Halloween themed virtual reality with 
 haunted houses and corn mazes.

 ASU Homecoming Weekend, where alumni can  
 relive your college years.

A storage system is operated by a hydroponic lift 
and it was designed to occupy the empty space 
above the west main course walkway. On game 
days the furniture systems from The Lab 365 or 
equipment used at The Global Experience 365 
could be stored away.

The Lab 365 is the classroom of the future! It is 
focused on ASU Sun Devils to thrive in their 
educational journey. The courses instructed at 
the Lab 365 will enrich the student's education 
by exposing them to the latest cutting-edge 
technology such as holographic, augmented and 
virtual reality. 

Global Experience 365 App:

The Global Experience 365 is a great traveling companion for your adventures 
around the world. By connecting your smartphone via Bluetooth technology to 
your GE 365 headset, the app and your headset work in tandem to give you the 
most seamless real life experience.

App Features:

 Find out whats new and learn about upcoming events. 

 Capture pictures of your travels and share them via social media. 

 Track your travels and recieve passport stamps for each location, once 
  you’ve collected 10, recieve your next experience for free.

Team 45: Joshua Hanson, Stephanie Hernandez, Kyron Hardy, Vatstal Shah, Dewen Liu

N

East Club Level

East Club Level

West Main ConcourseEast Club Level PlanCustom Hologram Table
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Team 47
Lin Yidan, Jillian Kelley, Tiffany Hartono, 
Shail Shah, Kevin Ibanez

Team 48
Ian Birl, Yiming Wang, Jialu Gu,  
Connor Vuong, Taylro Stickelman

G R O U P  4 7    J I L L I A N  K E L L E Y     T I F F A N Y  H A R T O N O     S H A I L  S H A H     Y I D A N  L I N     K E V I N  I B A N E Z

T H E  P R O B L E M S

T H E  S I T E  A N D  C I R C U L A T I O N

T H E  P R O G R A M M I N G

W E L C O M E  T O  T H E  S D F

T H E  S O L U T I O N

 W E  A R E  U S I N G  T H I S  L A R G E ,  P R O M I N E N T  S T R U C T U R E  TO 
B R I N G  A S U  S T U D E N T S  A N D  T H E  C O M M U N I T Y  TO G E T H E R 
B Y  C R E AT I N G  A N  I N N O VAT I V E ,  I N T E R D I S C I P L I N A R Y,  A N D 
I N T E R A C T I V E  S PA C E .

 T H E  S U N  D E V I L  F O R U M  I S  A  S PA C E  F O R  P E O P L E  TO  W O R K , 
E X P E R I M E N T  A N D  S H O W C A S E  T H E I R  U N I Q U E  C R A F T S .

 T H E  S U N  D E V I L  F O R U M  I S  A  S PA C E  F O R  A S U  S T U D E N T S  A N D 
C O M M U N I T Y  M E M B E R S  TO  P R A C T I C E   A N D  S T U DY  T H E I R  W O R K , 
A N  A R E A  F O R  T H E M  TO  S H A R E  T H E I R  C R A F T S  W I T H  OT H E R S ,  A N D 
A  S E C T I O N  F O R  E V E N T S  A N D  E X H I B I T I O N S . 

 T H E  C L U B  R O O M S  A N D  O P E N  Z O N E S  A R E  I D E N T I F I E D  A S 
W O R K I N G  Z O N E S ,  C O R R I D O R S  A R E  S E C T I O N E D  O F F  F O R 
E X P E R I M E N TA L ZO N E S ,  A N D  T H E  F I E L D  I S  C L A S S I F I E D  A S  A N  E V E N T 
S PA C E .  T H E  N O R T H  S I D E  O F  T H E  S T R U C T U R E  I S  S O L E LY  U S E D 
F O R  S O C I A L  P R O G R A M S .  T H E S E  P R O G R A M S  I N C L U D E  W E L FA R E , 
U N E M P LOY M E N T, F O O D  STA M P S , D I S A B I L I TY,  D O N AT I O N  C E N T E R S , 
A S  W E L L  A S  V E T E R A N  S E R V I C E S .  T H E  S O U T H  A R E A  H I G H L I G H T E D 
I N  O R A N G E ,  I S  A L LOT T E D  F O R  F O O D  T R U C K S .  TO  T H E  W E S T  O F 
T H E  F O O D  T R U C K S  I S  A  F L E X  S PA C E  F O R  R E C R E AT I O N A L  U S E 
A N D  R E L A X AT I O N .

 T H E   M A I N  G O A L  F O R  T H E  S U N  D E V I L  F O R U M  I S  F O R  T H E 
S PA C E  TO  B E  F L E X I B L E .  G I V E N  T H E  C O N C E P T  I S  B A S E D 
A R O U N D  I N T E R D I S C I P L I N A R Y  I N T E R A C T I O N  A N D  C O M M U N I T Y 
I N V O LV E M E N T,  A N  A DJ U S TA B L E  S PA C E  I S  A  N E C E S S I T I E S .  I N 
O R D E R  TO  A C H I E V E  T H I S  K I N D  O F  S PA C E ,  R AT H E R  T H A N  H AV I N G 
W A L L S ,  T H E  C O R R I D O R S  A N D  W O R K  S PA C E S  A R E  C O M P R I S E D  O F 
A C O U S T I C  PA N E L S  T H AT  C A N  B E  S E C T I O N E D  O F F  A N D  M O V E D 
TO  F I T  T H E  N E E D  F O R  E A C H  R E N T E R  O F  T H E  S PA C E . 

  T H E  S O C I A L  P R O G R A M  A R E A  I S  I N T E N D E D  TO 
B E  A  M O R E  P E R M A N E N T  S PA C E  B U T  I S  S T I L L  A B L E 
TO  T R A N S F O R M  I N TO  A  F O O D  C O U R T  D U R I N G 
F O OT B A L L  S E A S O N .  T H E  A C O U S T I C  PA N E L S  T H AT 
S U R R O U N D  E A C H  S E R V I C E  P R O V I D E S  P R I VA C Y  TO 
T H E  U S E R S  O F  T H E  S PA C E . 

 B Y  P L A C I N G  T H E S E  S E R V I C E S  AT  T H E  N O R T H  E N D 
O F  T H E  S TA D I U M ,  I T  F O R C E S  T H E  U S E R S  E N T E R I N G 
F R O M  T H E  S O U T H  S I D E  TO  W A L K  T H R O U G H  A N D 
E X P E R I E N C E  T H E  E V E N T S  TA K I N G  P L A C E  I N  T H E 
C O R R I D O R S .  B Y  I N T E G R AT I N G  T H E S E  S E R V I C E S 
I N  T H E  S D F,  I T  M A K E S  C O L L E C T I N G  N E E D S  A N 
E X P E R I E N C E  R AT H E R  T H A N  A  C H O R E .

 S U N  D E V I L  S TA D I U M  I S  A  L A R G E ,  P R O M I N E N T 
S T R U C T U R E  T H AT   I S  O N LY  U S E D  9 8 %  O F  T H E  Y E A R .

 T H E  L A C K  O F  I N T E R D I S C I P L I N A R Y  I N T E R A C T I O N 
B E T W E E N  T H E  S T U D E N T S  AT  A S U  A S  W E L L  A S  T H E 
S C H O O L  A S  A  W H O L E  A N D   T H E  C O M M U N I T Y.
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T H E  A P P

 S U N  D E V I L  S TA D I U M  I S  I N  A  T R U LY  D I V E R S E  A R E A .  T H E 
B U S I N E S S E S  J U S T  N O R T H  O F  T H E  S TA D I U M  W I L L  B E  A B L E  TO 
TA K E  A D VA N TA G E  O F  T H E  I N T E R A C T I V E  E X P E R I E N C E  D U R I N G 
L U N C H  A N D  P O S T  W O R K  H O U R S .  T H I S  W I L L  O N C E  A G A I N  B R I N G 
T H E  C O M M U N I T Y  I N TO  T H E  S PA C E .  W E S T  O F  T H E  S TA D I U M  I S 
A  L I G H T  R A I L  S TO P.  A S  U S E R S  O F  T H E  L I G H T  R A I L  R I D E  B Y  T H E 
S TA D I U M ,  T H E  F O O D  T R U C K S  A N D  R E C R E AT I O N  A R E A  W I L L 
D R A W  A  D I V E R S E  C R O W D  TO  T H E  S U N  D E V I L  F O R U M .  T H I S  W I L L 
E N T I C E  M O R E  M E M B E R S  O F  T H E  C O M M U N I T Y  TO  E X P LO R E  T H E 
P R O G R A M S  I N S I D E  T H E  S TA D I U M  A S  W E L L .  P E O P L E  E N T E R I N G 
T H E  S PA C E  F O R  T H E  S O C I A L  P R O G R A M S  W I L L  D E T E R M I N E  T H E 
K I N D  O F  E X P E R I E N C E  T H E Y  W A N T  B Y  C H O O S I N G  A  S P E C I F I C 
E N T R A N C E .  P E O P L E  W H O  A R E  C O M I N G  F R O M  T H E  L I G H T  R A I L , 
M O S T  L I E K LY  U S I N G  T H E  S O U T H  E N T R A N C E ,  W I L L  B E  A B L E 
TO  E X P E R I E N C E  T H E  S H O W C A S E  A N D  E X P E R I M E N T  S E C T I O N 
A S  T H E Y  W A L K  TO  T H E  B A C K  O F  T H E  S TA D I U M .  P E O P L E  W H O 
P R E F E R  A  Q U C I K  A N D  E A S Y  V I S I T  C A N  E N T E R  T H R O U G H  T H E 
N O R T H  S I D E  A N D  B Y PA S S  T H E  P R O G R A M S  I N  T H E  C O R R I D O R S , 
O N LY  S E E I N G  T H E  S O C I A L  P R O G R A M  A S P E C T. 

B LO C K I N G  D I A G R A M  VA R I AT I O N  0 1

B LO C K I N G  D I A G R A M  VA R I AT I O N  0 2

F L E X I B L E  W O R K  S PA C E 

C O R R I D O R  S H O W C A S E  +  E X P E R I M E N T  0 1

S O C I A L  P R O G R A M S

C O R R I D O R  S H O W C A S E  +  E X P E R I M E N T  0 2

E V E N T  D I A G R A M

Use our phone app 
to navigate through 
the different 
instillations.  As 
well as learn more 
about the event 
and how to stay 
connected with the 
organization   

The mission of Adventure Devil is to create a platform within Sun Devil 
Stadium to be used by ASU and the surrounding community in order to 
bring together people of all racial, ethnic, socio-economic, and religious 
backgrounds in a way the celebrates each ones unique culture and 
history.

Adventure Devil is a three part instillation that acts 
as a platform for organizations to host specialized 
events at Sun Devil Stadium. This is so that ASU 
can be more influential in the local growing 
community.  

PART ONE
RAISED OBSTACLE COURSE 

The obstacle 
course is an 
adaptation of a 
currently exsisting 
tree top course, 
that would use the 
structural pillars of 
the stadium as 
anchor points 
instead of trees.

The course can be adapted in a way that would 
make it accessable to people of all ages and 
abilities. The course would be installed around 
the walking loop of the stadium. 

PART TWO
MULTI-USE FIELD

The footbal field would be 
adapted to house certain 
events. An example of this 
would be pop-up escape 
rooms designed to 
challenege attendees 
mentally. Another example 
would be a concert to help 
draw more anttention the 
event and what it stands for.  
This space also allows 
people to watch from the 
stands of box seats. 

Raised obstacle course 

Beer garden 

GROUP 48:
Ian Birl
Taylor Stickelman
Jialu Gu

PART THREE
STADIUM BEER GARDEN

The stadium beer garden is where the main part 
of an event would happen. This area is where the 
host will occupy the space with whatever 
necassry to entertain attendees, and display what 
their event is about. For example if the ASU 
international students comitee wants to host an 
event that celebrates multi-cultural food, they 
would use the beer garden as a place to deliver 
the food and give more information about each 
culture.  
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Team 49
Sara Mecca-Whitlock, John Schiazzano,  
Ruby Morales, Benjamin Lyons, Yuan Xue

Team 50
Cheyenne Knippelberg, Alisa Hernandez,  
Calvin Henderson, Griffin Wiebel, Kristel Sanchez

2018 Cluster
TEAM 49
2018 Cluster
TEAM 49

These resources will be open and available to the community on 
the weekend as a tool to combat systemic homelessness with 
access to career services, financial aid, computer labs, and health 
services.

Each level is designed for the different needs and speeds 
of the users.

ELEVATED WALKWAY
Combining a dedicated bicycle lane next to 
safe walking paths helps keep you moving. 
Stairs to the lower level shops and spaces
give you access when you want it.

BENEATH YOUR FEET
Both modular and permanent structures make 
up the area below the walkway. These spaces 
can be rearranged  into many configurations.

NUMBERS
More than 5,000 people walk to and
from classes on the North side of
campus. The traffic is already there;
it just needs to be directed.

9:00
classrooms
gym
coffee

12:00
print lab
computer lab
health services

3:00
library
museum
financial aid

6:00
lounge
gym
coffee

9:00
dance
lounge
coffee

ASU Connect

Tempe is a center for college students 
and activities and our vision is to create 
a hub that is fun, friendly, and engaging for 
the families within our community.  ASU 
Connects goal is to create a safe and warm 
environment to all family types. To create 
this refreshing environment we plan to 
open inviting outdoor spaces, community 
swap meets, lounges for meetings, and 
community gardens.

Public services are a apart of our daily lives 
and often seen as a necessity for many 
students and community members to 
function day-to-day activities. Many of us 
use services like the DMV, Health Clinic, 
Employment Centers, and more. These 
services are stretched far and wide, our 
goal is to create a common place for these 
services so they better accommodate the 
community within ASU and Tempe. 

Anyone who resides in Tempe knows of 
its rising population of homeless.  As a way 
to resolve this misfortune Connect will 
give back to the community by hosting 
Sparky’s Kitchen, a place where volunteers 
are able to provide free meals for those 
whom can’t afford them. Connect also 
is collaborating with Adidas to create a 
recycling program where the community 
can donate their old clothes to others. 

Bring the Community to ASU

Scale: 1/128” = 1’ - 0”

Community Center of ASU

Visit ASU Connect online or download 
our app to look at upcoming events.

Want to Get Connected?

Every second Sunday of the month we 
plan to host neighborhood exchanges 
where the community can come together 
while also building the economy.

In many of the open concession stands 
ASU Connect will open public DMV’s 
that will be more accessible to the 
community and provide a more open 
environment compared to current spaces. 

Every week ASU Connect will open 
Sparky’s Kitchen through the stadiums 
concession stands to provide fresh meals 
for the homeless and struggling families. 

Located in the Coaches Lounge will be an 
employment center to help aid not only 
students but also community members 
find jobs and careers around the area. 

Designed as a relaxing and symbolic 
entrance of the plaza, each fork 
represents one of the universities 
colleges, totaling 17 around both 
entrances.

Group 50

A New Source of Experience
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Team 55
Anisa Brook, Alonzo Celaya, Samedi Johnson, 
Andrew Lemieux

an organization system of poles which is applied 
to sun devil stadium field. these poles serve as 

multi-functional, low cost space makers. each 
pole has an extendable ‘wall’, made of 

projector screen material, which attaches to the 
adjacent pole, allowing the user to divide the 

space into programmatic boxes. the poles also 
include small openings + clasps which users 

may attach any object they like such as 
hammocks, titeropes, shades, etc. 

group 55
anisa brook + alonzo celaya + samedi johnson + andrew lemieux

sun

mon - thurs

fri - sat

open to public

asu pre-determined activity

rentable venue space

Team 51
Geoffrey Wong, Erica Klipfel, Cooper Hsin, 
Brandon Powell, Amirah Alfadhli

[ S U N L E T I C S ]
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P R O G R A M 
When not in use, clubs and private boxes can be easily converted to private physical therapy rooms.

Already existing heating pads and refrigerators can house necessary hot or cold pads, and cabinetry 
can hold other equipment needed.  

O
 F

 F
  S

 E
 A

 S
 O

 N
 

Private rooms provide customized 
and personal Physical Therapy 
in a stadium which originally only 
provided this need to ASU athletes.

With the aid of Physical Therapy, active persons 
recover an average of 10 days faster than those who 
share similar injuries who recover without Physical 
Therapy. 

Those who are aware of their health also improve 
their mental health, and are more conscious on how 
they choose to spend their time. 

O
 N

  S
 E

 A
 S

 O
 N Even when the stadium is in use on game day, active signs promoting healthy habits are located 

everywhere -- even on steps-- and keep count of calories burned when moving through the stadium

Existing heating pads 
and refrigerators aid the  
transition  from private view 
to personalized health

active stair signs 
stating the average 
calories burned as 
you enter the stadium 
and throughout help 
to promote a healthy 
awareness 365 days a 
year

easily movable marker 
signs surrounding trees 
provide a traveling obstacle 
course for persons who are 
rehabilitating in wheelchairs
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Team 56 Team 58
Jorge Sandoval, Jeanbat Busisi, Brian Nguyen, 
Ataiyo Viafora, Yifan li

12:00

Culture Hub
A Cultural Building App designed by Team 58

•About us

•About the Site

•About the Project

Jeanbat Busisi, originally from Democratic Republic of Congo is a 
junior at Barrett, the Honors College, studying Industrial Engineering. (Left 2)

Jorge Sandoval, second year, Doctoral Student LLT program in the 
Mary Lou Fulton College of Education. (Middle)

Yifan Li, International student from China, a junior in Landscape 
Architecture, Herberger Institute for Design and Arts. (Left 1)

 Our team consists of  top students in different majors , 
with different religions, from different regions and culture. It 
allows us to think deeper and more comprehensively.

Bryan Nguyen, originally form Vietnam and, a junior of Architec-
ture.(Right 2)

Ataiyo Viafora, senior in Barrett, the Honors college and is studying 
Biological Science. (Right 1)

Works Cited
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun_Devil_Stadium#/media/File:Sun_Devil_Stadium_-_Pac12_Championship.jpg
"2017 ASU Football Final Guide" (PDF). Arizona State University Department of Athletics. August 28, 2017. Retrieved September 10, 2017.
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis Community Development Project. "Consumer Price Index (estimate) 1800–". Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis. Retrieved January 2, 2018.

Goals

ASU Tempe 
Campus

Tempe Town Lake

Sun Devil 
Football Stadium

Opened October 4, 1958
Expanded 1966, 1970, 1976, 1977, 1989
Construction cost $1 million

($8.48 million in 2017 dollars)
Architect Edward L. Varney Associates
General contractor F. H. Antrim Construction Company

Location 500 East Veterans Way
Tempe, Arizona 85281

DMS  33° 25′ 35″ N, 111° 55′ 57″ W
Capacity 57078

Less than 20 days in a year is full

How could we make it an active place everyday?
Empty, unused place 340+ days annually 

Current Problem
 Currently, there is not a space of 
ASU that is dedieated to celebrating 
cultural diversity. It is a huge waste 
to leave the Studium empty more 
than 340 days a year.

 Arizona State University is a richly diverse community, ranking well above the 
national average in multicultural student population . Still, many students feel the 
ASU campus is an alienating environment. Based on this information, we propose 
a plan that will transform the Sun Devil football stadium into a cultural center that 
offers events and activities, where students, student groups/organizations, Tempe 
residents, businesses and vendors can come together and celebrate this cultural 
diversity 365 days a year.

 “As ASU becomes a statistically more diverse school, some minority student groups and 
organizations feel the campus is an alienating environment — one with the intent of  making 
everyone feel welcome, but that hasn't fully delivered on its promise.”

--- Jacob Goldstein

1. Culture Hub

3. Building Diversity

2. New University

 To create a new meaning for cultural diversity. In doing so, we aim to encourage involvement and representation of a di-
verse community, which is open to include any group who identifies itself as “cultural” identity. This may range from sports to 
arts-based cultural groups, such as Adida’s Sports Brand,  and/or organizations, that will offer their product or services during 
the cultural events.

 To create an example, on a national scale, of a 
University setting that offers a unique gathering place 
to celebrate culture and diversity, intrinsically inte-
grated with college culture and the University.

 

 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
1

2 3
Worldwide 

Poetry Festival

4
Asian-Style 

Cooking Lessons

5
Strength 
Training: 
Receive 

Pointers from 
Official Adidas 

Trainers

6
Classical 

European Art: 
Modern Students’ 
Take on Classical 

Styles

7
Latin Dance 

Workshop with 
Live Music

8
The Great 
Vegetable 

Bonanza

9 10
Coffee Culture: 
Exotic, Global, 

and Sustainable 
Brews

11
Tony Robbins: 

Inspirational 
Guest Speaker

12
Classical Music 

Month Special

13
Soccer Around the 

World

14
Theater 

Showcase: 
Back-to-Back 

One-Acts 
Created by 

Students

15
Exploring 

African 
Drumming

16 17
Student 

Scientists’ Expo: 
Share Your 

Research 
Excitement!

18
LIVE: Major 

League Gaming 
Competition

19
Climb to new 

Heights: Rock 
Climbing Day

20
The Veterans 

Association 
Presents: Sun 
Devil IronMan 

Competition

21
LGBTQIA+ 

Awareness and 
Dance

22
Carribbean

Dream: A 
Night of Music 

and Dance

23 24
Hip Hop Dance: 

Performance 
and Instruction

25
Painting Across 

the Globe: An 
Exploration of 

Cultural Styles 
Showcase and 

Workshop

26
Viewing Party: 
Hottest Anime 

Releases of 
2018

27
Relaxing with 

Romanians: Chow 
Down While 

Learning What it 
Means to be 

Romanian-
American

28
Graffiti Art: 

Informal 
Gallery

29
Enchilada 

Making 
Competition

30

Daily Event Programming

•About the Future

 The Future prospect of  our project, is that Sun Devil Stadium will 
be transformed into a year-round cultural center (Hub), where both 
students and the surrounding comunity can celebrate the richness 
in cultural diversity.

•About the App
 The mobile application facilitates easy registration for any group, 
business or organization wishing to participate in the Culture Hub. 
Programming is tentatively pre-planned at the beginning of a calen-
dar school year, allowing for weekly themes planned in advance. This 
allows participant to choose the best days and times they would like 
to participate.

Event Management - A practicable and 
economical solution

Trail calendar September 2018  •Inform and 
remind stakeholder 
about daily events.
 
 •Tracks points 
each time one visits 
the place- 100 
points = good prize.
 
 •Unique coupon 
from sponsoring 
company.

 •Build-in Aug-
mented Reality 
system, see some 
amazing things only 
through your phone.

 To create a unique place where students and the 
Tempe community can express their culture by participat-
ing in cultural activities that celebrate a broad variety of 
cultures.

Cultural Building App
 A unique component of plan offers a downloadable cell phone ap-
plication, straegically designed to facilitate event planning and partici-
pation for all stakeholders involved.

Home Page Main Menu

Event Page Event Alert

Team 56

9 AM

Noon

3 PM

Recreational Room

Take a break from study to experience the 
Recreational room, Enjoy rock climbing, obsticle 
courses, Escape rooms and even a Trampoline Park 
experience. Open even to the public year round. 

ROTC/Community space 

Reserved for ROTC Physical Training in the wee hours 
of the morning, This small grassy park area is great for 
picnics and parties throught the day. 

Open food court/ Student Rooms 

Stop for lunch at Sparky’s Counter, were we have 
available all different kinds of Foods for on the go 
students. Study and confrence rooms located near by 
so you wont have to go far to fuel your brain.

6 PM

Restaurant 

Just in time for an evening meal, The Devils Inferno is 
a fine dinning experience for everyone interested in a 
classy dinner overlooking the Sun Devil Stadium. 

Unwind365

Unwind365 Project

Asu has a lot of facilities for study and athletics, but 
what about the fun? There are scheduled events 
throughout the semester that are on specific dates 
and times, but what about the places where we can 
unwind at any time? With Unwind365 we envisioned 
a fun and interactive facility that is open not only 
to ASU students who want to have casual fun and 
excitement, but it could be open to their friends and 
families too! 

Exterior Gardens

As the sun goes down explore the front yard gardens, 
see the gardens light up like the holidays. 

9 PM
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1,5 from the ICC 2016
2,3 from the ICC 2013

4 from the ICC 2018
6,7 from the ICC 2011
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Using the technology of Google Glass through an 
interactive mobile application, MOVE brings you a new 
community fitness center closely partnered with Adidas 
that will drive consistent foot trafiic to the stadium 365 
days out of the year.

Scan QR Code to watch
the MOVE video

First Place:
MOVE

Team 35
Brett Cordova, Omar Salamah, Shangying Sun, 
Naman Nanda, Moudgal Dhruva

Group 35:  Naman Nanda , Omar Salamah, Dhruva Moudgal, Shangying Sun, Brett Cordova
Google Glass fitness still by Race Yourself https://youtu.be/39W6CMpdGsM

connecting your glasses...
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Poster presented during 2018 Cluster Competition
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Images taken from video supplied 
from Team 35.
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Sound Mind unites the physical, the mental, and the 
social well-being through musical play structures and 
inclusive cultural programming.

Second Place:
Sound Mind

Team 1
Mariana Barros, Andrea Fernandez, Hailey Tang, 
Jakub Swiech, Anita Totillo

Poster presented during 2018 Cluster Competition

Sound Mind unites the physical, the mental, 

and the social well-being through musical play 

structures and inclusive cultural programming.

Swings produce music 
when moving; many 
people moving in sync 
produces a more complex 
song. Located on the 
main concourse.

A twist on the traditional 
peg board, lights will glow 
and notes play as pegs are 
inserted. Located on the 
upper concourse.

A versatile structure 
for calisthenics workouts, 
stretching, and activity 
to the sound of chimes. 
Located in the beer garden.

A stretched sheet of 
spandex acts as a touch-
sensitive membrane 
interface for music making. 
Located in the press box.

A strategy was also developed for thought-
provoking programs. For example, Arizona cultural 
centers will be invited to Sound Mind to host events 
promoting cultural understanding and reflection.

Cluster Group 1

9:00am
12:00p

m
3:00p

m
6:00p

m
9:00p

m

Scan QR Code to watch
the Sound Mind video



6363

Images taken from video supplied 
from Team 1.
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GIIVE creates an opportunity for stadiums to be used 
more than just a couple times a year. Student and 
community members volunteer to work the stadium 
events 365 days a year. With no physical remodel this 
proposal is cost effective and community focused.

Third Place:
GIIVE

Team 8
Kenneth Webb, Christine Black, Carrie Huft, 
Claudia Martinez-Orellana, Stephen Baldridge

Carrie Huft
Christine Black

Claudia Martinez-Orellana
Kenneth Webb

Team 8

STUDENT AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS
 VOLUNTEER TO WORK STADIUM 

EVENTS 365 DAYS A YEAR

giive
#someonesgottagiive

-Rock and Roll 
Marathon

-Fantasy of  lights

-Innings Festival
-Tempe Festival 
of the Arts
-Student movie 
nights

-Iron Man
-Oktoberfest
-Homecoming

-Dragon Boat 
Festival

-Fourth of July  
Festival

g iive
#someonesgottagiive

 “giive” CREATES AN OPPORTUNITY FOR 
STADIUMS TO BE USED MORE THAN A COUPLE 
OF TIMES A YEAR AND CAN BE IMPLEMENTED 

AT ANY OTHER UNIVERSITY

cost effective
community focused.

   
  Re

deem credit hours

For other stadium events Or Tuition

Poster presented during 2018 Cluster Competition

Scan QR Code to watch
the GIIVE video
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Images taken from video supplied 
from Team 8.
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Sun Devil Plus is a resource that involves housing and 
community events. Students who struggle with home-
lessness can use this resource to receive a free place 
to sleep, shower, etc. Sun Devil Plus teamed up with 
Student Advocacy and Assistance & University Housing 
to help students who do not have a home and are 
willing to live / plan ASU community events at the 
Sun Devil Stadium. 

Fourth Place:
Sun Devil Plus

Poster presented during 2018 Cluster Competition

Scan QR Code to watch
the Sun Devil Plus video

Team 44
Adrian Castro Martinez, Mikayla Mertz,  
Maria Duran, Nicholas Vincetic SUN DEVIL PLUS

What is Sun Devil Plus?

A student who is struggling financially may not 

have a phone, but computers at ASU are easily 

accessible. Students can learn more about Sun 

Devil Plus and what the requirements are in order 

to qualify. Such as: You must have above a 2.5 

GPA, help during game nights, plan an event, etc.

Why a website?

RESOURCESEVENTSHOUSING

Section cutPlan view

Sleeping Pods

The sleeping pods take up the main 

corridor on both the east and west side 

of the stadium. It contains a storage area 

under the bed, and empty walls for 

customization. The pod will be closed 

with a glass door to serve as a window, 

and a curtain on the inside for privacy. 

Group 44: Maria Duran, Mikayla Mertz, Nicholas Vincetic, Adrian Castro  

7ft7ft

5ft5ft

9-12pm

3-6pm

12-3pm

6-9pm

Sun Devil Plus is a resource that involves housing and community events. Students who struggle with 

homelessness can use this resource to recieve a free place to sleep, shower, etc. Sun Devil Plus teamed 

up with Student Advocacy and Assistance & University Housing to help students who do not have a home 

and are willing to live/plan ASU community events at the Sun Devil Stadium.
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Images taken from video supplied 
from Team 44.
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The “Adidas Creative Process” is aimed to combine the 
arts and sports in an area where these two do not 
typically meet. Adidas, a brand where they already 
integrate sports and the arts with its fashion forward 
products, is the perfect brand to partner up with ASU to 
help create a new environment for all types of people. 

Fifth Place:
Creative 
Process

Poster presented during 2018 Cluster Competition

Scan QR Code to watch
the Creative Process video

BRAINSTORM
SETBACKS
RESILIENCE
GROWTH 
BIG IDEA

Concourse 1

5 miniture logos scattered, each 
corresponding to the creative 
process. Booths are multi-useful; 
segue into beer garden, educate 
on the creative process, and 
starting at 9 am, it serves as a 
place to display art work.

The “adidas CREATIVE PROCESS”, an addition to 
the Arizona State’s Sun Devil Stadium. Our goal is 
to combine the arts and sports in an area where 
these two do not typically meet. Adidas, a brand 
where they already integrating sports and the 
arts with its fashion forward products, is the 
perfect brand to partner up with ASU to help 
create a new enviroment for all type of people. 

Beer Garden

An area where people apply the 
creative process into their art. 
Centered, a 12 ft tall adidas logo 
meant to encourage people to 
stay. At noon, they can come to 
this space and paint on the logo 
as a creative outlet.

Towards the back, a stage for 
artist to book and perform. 
During the daytime, the stage is 
set up for public use, but after 
9pm, artist can book the venue 
out to perform for a crowd.

Concourse 2

Currated for fitness enthusiasts, 
five workout stations integrated 
with the “creative process”. At 
3pm, 4 of 5 stations (Brainstorm” 
through Growth) are open and 6 
pm, people are free to use the 
“Big Idea” station; the adidas 
Rock Climbing wall.

TEAM 4
Omar Mota

Alejandra Lobato
Christopher Anigwe

Yiran Zhao
Lauren Colone
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Key 
Concourse 1
Beer Garden
Concourse 2

Team 4
Alejandra Lobato Jarrir, Omar Mota, Yiran Zhao, 
Lauren Colone, Christopher Anigwe
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Images taken from video supplied 
from Team 4.
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I enjoyed seeing the perspectives of students from other 
disciplines. That experience will be useful later in life.”

Something I really took away from this 
experience was working with different 
disciplines. Being able to work with an 
architect and interior designer really 
expanded my knowledge in design. 
Making new connections really res-
onated with me. I feel like I can truly 
work with these people again.”

One of our group members studies economics. He 
made me be interested in finance and learn how 
to sell a product for sure. An experience that I will 
never forgot, and will remember it through life. ”

This project allowed me to really feel and enact the 
true meaning of working as a team. My team was 
amazing and I greatly filled with joy by how well we 
worked together. “

One takeway from this experience is knowledge gained about giving back and making working with 
other majors. It was great to see how/what other students think and do in their discipline and how 
my own major can factor in the overall design process.

One big take away from the cluster project was how 
amazing  + talented the other group members are, and 
if you have an awesome idea, having an amazing team 
can make it so much better! “

“

“

“

“

“

Design Students’ Words
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Getting experience 
working with people of 
different disciplines in 
very beneficial and not 
something we have 
done very much. “

Selling the idea is just as important as 
the idea itself. Think of the major ‘why’ 
so other people don’t have to ask.”

I learned the 
value of team 
world, another 
creative pro-
cess and how 
fun can be 
good in a work 
environment. “

The thing I really enjoyed was the fact that I got to 
work with people I don’t necessarily interact with. I 
am so used to just talking to people in my graphic 
design studio. “

I loved being able to work with other majors. It 
created so much more opportunity and potential 
to the project. I loved learning other techniques 
and programs. Plus in the real world that’s exactly 
what an architect would do. It takes a lot of different 
majors and talents to put a building up.”

My biggest takeaway was that working with a diverse 
array of people is a fantastic way to fully develop an idea. 
The five people in our group all had different majors, and 
this greatly contributed to our approach to the entire 
project. We were able to tackle the project in five unique 
ways, eventually combining to create our finished prod-
uct. I am very thankful for the opportunity to participate 
in this competition! “

What I learned:
• How to implement different disciplines;
• How to work multiple goals;
• Working with people of different backgrounds.”

“

“

“

“

“ “

“
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This project has allowed me to grow in many ways that I never 
would’ve believed that it could and imparted me with lessons 
that will be beneficial in other aspects of my life.”  

Any opportunity to do a project like this in 
the future is one I would definitely take. “

It was the biggest and most pleasant surprise I’ve 
had during my time at ASU. “

Overall, the experience was something that I will 
never forget. I will never forget the long nights 
brainstorming with my team. I will never forget 
the idea that a class can be pushed into such a 
brief period. And I will never forget the reason for 
which everyone donated their time to in those 
intensive ten days. “

In a nut shell, the experience obtained from this 
project was enriching, and this piece tells a story 
of how students who did not know each other, 
never shared a class together, successfully worked 
together to solve a shared problem.” 

Looking back, I would definitely do a similar project. I 
will also recommend this class to other engineers in my 
class. As engineers we typically only really take math and 
science courses, and are all around the same type of 
people everyday, all day. This was a nice and fun expe-
rience to take a break from all the analytical classes and 

At the end of the day, I didn’t gain a lot of new hands on 
design skills through this experience, but I think what I 
did gain was far more valuable. In a time in my life when 
creative juices were at an all-time low, and my ability 
to force creative, imaginative, and illogical thinking lay 
dormant in the far reaches of the unconscious, this expe-
rience reminded me that sometime the solution doesn’t 
lie right in front of you, waiting to be discovered through 
logic, math, or science, and instead the solution doesn’t 
truly exist. Rather it is up to me to create a solution, 
where otherwise there would be only a problem. “

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

What have you learned from the ICC?

crowd, and connect with another side of ASU. Overall, 
the project was a fantastic experience with the 
difficulties of the creative process that myself, as a 
biology major, am particularly unfamiliar with.”

Non-Design Students’ Words
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One of the best aspects of this competi-
tion was that we worked with different 
majors who all brought different skills 
and viewpoints.” 

Tragic it only could last for 10 days. However in those ten days it was refresh-
ing to work my mind in different ways. As a business major it is easy to get 
siloed into very process and budget-oriented ways of thinking. 

I got to explore the concept of design-thinking from a purely 
creative, non-business perspective. And that was refreshing. 
I got to learn about how my other teammates learned and 
thought. It also opened our eyes to the power and importance 
of imagination.

I would whole-heartedly endorse this competition for any W.P. Carey student debat-
ing whether to sign up or not. The experience of working with students outside of 
our school is invaluable. In the business school, while we participate in several group 
projects each year in our classes, we never really get to work with people outside of 
our discipline. It really was a highlight of my time at Arizona State.

Being the only business major in my group was an eye 
opening experience. I found that my design major peers 
were much more inclusive and open to others ideas(-
compared to my business peers) regardless of how 
seemingly outlandish they seemed to be. They took an 
abstract approach where the rules really didn’t exist, 
and pursued an idea from its essence to its form and 
physical manifestation. The way they viewed objects 
was poetic whether it be the attributes They assigned to 
concrete or the thought they put into sketches on paper. 
What was most  astounding to  me is that they actually 
CREATED things. “

As a business student I never would have dreamed of 
taking a design class that incorporated my interest in 
sports. Courses like these are one of the many reasons 
that Arizona State is a special place and continues to be 
at the top of the rankings in innovation by the US News 
and World Report. My hope going forward is that Dr. 
Crow can partner with other esteemed alumni to bring 
opportunities such as this one to ASU students. 

Once my group’s ten days were up, I was looking back 
at this project as one of the greatest projects I had 
ever gotten the opportunity to work on. For the first 
time in all of my classes here at ASU, I had the oppor-
tunity of working with people from different schools, 
with different career paths and different goals. I feel 
that I got more out of this project than I had from 
almost any other class I had taken at ASU.”

In all of my future projects, I will 
fully utilize the concepts of design 
I learned during this 10 day course 
into my projects. The experience 
of working with people whose 
passions focus on these core 
principles was a great introduction 
to me. “

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

How you saw design students?

After finishing the project and 
looking back, I think ASU should 
incorporate this into more 
required courses.”
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Over the past ten years, the ICC has become a learning 
experience by itself. Starting as an idea ten years ago, it 
has evolved with each year’s assessment and became 
a new learning pedagogy. This model is actually the 
reflection of the design process: proceed from an idea 
to the final development through a series of iterations 
and evaluations. The ICC  also became a pedagogy that 
provides opportunities to students to be exposed to a 
variety of learning experiences and goals unlike those 
from all other classes they have taken at school.

The ICC teaches students emotional intelligence in de-
sign through a collaborative team experience. Students 
become problem seekers by having to frame a problem, 
in contrast with most junior studio projects in where 
the faculty frames the problem. They become socially 
engaged through their ideation process, and also be-
come more active in competitions at the local, national 
and international level. According to students’ feedback, 
because of this experience, students wanted to do more 
projects to outreach community within the reminding 
semesters in their education  (Zingoni, 2016).

The ICC also introduced the elements of collaborative 
practice: responsibility, accountability, coordination, 
communication, cooperation, assertiveness, autonomy, 
and mutual trust and respect (Bridges, Davidson & Tom-
kowiak, 2011). From this learning organization, students 
mature their design methodology from their learning 
experience and regard it as a tool that they can apply 
not only to their studies at school, but also to other 
social aspects of their lives. 

During the process, the students developed a sense 
of confidence (other than defensiveness), empathy (in-
stead of self-centeredness), moral responsibility (instead 
of just doing a studio for the academic credits) and team 
mentality (instead of the star mentality). It was a winning 
experience for all involved. 

Final Words
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Adrian Castro Martinez
Aidan Ward 
Aimee Woodward 
Aiyue Wang 
Alejandra Lobato Jarrin 
Alexandra Patrick 
Alexis Mackay
Ali Schierbrock 
Alisa Hernandez 
Alonzo Celaya 
Amanda Myers 
Amberley Johnson 
Amirah Alfadhli
Amy Dicker
Andrea Fernandez 
Andres De La Rocha 
Andrew Htoon
Andrew Lemieux 
Andrew Peterson 
Anika Hirsch
Anisa Brook
Anita Totillo
Anna Bodney
Anthony Martin 
Areej Aldar
Arig Alotibi 
Ataiyo Viafora
Attilio Leonardi 
Audrey Carlson 
Audrey Powell
Augustin Wehn 
Austen Pearce 
Benjamin Lyons 
Bianca Gonzalez 
Boon Lee Tan
Brandon Dunn 
Brandon Powell 
Brayden Smith 
Brenner  Shale 
Brett Cordova 
Brian Luna
Brian Skeet
Brooke Petsch 

Bryan Nguyen
Caitlin Sullivan 
Calli Astroth
Calvin Henderson 
Cameron Labban 
Camille Medeiros 
Carrie Huft
Cathy La
Cecile Kim
Cecilia Ramey
Charles Petty
Chase Keep
Chenyang Hu 
Cheyenne Knippelberg 
Chloe Leyba
Chloe Zuniga 
Choice Vizor
Christina Lufkin 
Christina Romano 
Christine Black 
Christopher Anigwe
Christopher Ayala
Christopher Fernandez 
Clara Early
Clarissa De La Cruz 
Claudia Martinez-
Cody Stocker 
Connor Companik
Connor Pendery 
Cooper Hsin 
Courtney Zeitler
Covell Lindsey
Dalin Ard 
Daniel Han
Daniel Schilk 
Daniela Chavez 
Daniella  Ozair 
Danqi Zhang
David Beckstrom
David France
David Kim
Dejian Pan
Denise Torloni
Devon Aulerich 
Dewen Liu
Dhruva Moudgal 
Donglei Cao

Drury Margaret 
Dylan Kerr
Dylan Mayo
Dylan Yarbrough
Eileen Imbus
Emily Kellogg
Emily Nicoll
Eric Sayban 
Erica Klipfel
Erik Parkhurst 
Erika Hannon
Evan Meade 
Gabe Kaplan
Gabriel Jaramillo 
Gabrielle Delgado 
Geng Tian
Grace Dudzinski 
Griffin Wiebel 
Guanyi Zhou
Hailey Tang
Hanna Mills
Hannah Gardner 
Henry Erives Quintan
Hsiaoshan Lin
Huyen Pham 
Ian Birl
Jacob Griffith
Jacob Poole
Jacqueline Elizarraras
Jakub Swiech
James Howard 
Jasmine Zulkarnain 
Javier Olvera 
Jeanbat Busisi
Jessica Micksch
Jiajun Qi
Jialu Gu
Jian Guo
Jillian Kelley 
Jingwen Wu
John Schiazzano 
Jorge Sandoval
Joshua Hanson 
Joyce Choi
Julia Jackson
Junru Shao
Katelyn Lentz 

Thanks to All of The 2018 
ICC Participants

Students
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Katherine Keane 
Katherine Salazar 
Katherine Sutton 
Kathleen Nelson 
Kathlene Stewart 
Katryn Squyres 
Kelsey Obrien
Kenneth Webb 
Kevin Ibanez
Kimberly Lawson 
Klariz Glen Gapusan 
Konatsu Rogers 
Kristal Sanchez 
Kyle Peterson 
Kyron Hardy
Lan Xiao
Laura Wiskerchen 
Lauren Colone 
Lauryn Nelson 
Lesley Morales
Lisa Lavergne
Lisbethe Kincaid 
Logan Payne
Loliya Memberr 
Lorena Ridley 
Lucas Ayers 
Luke Ayala
Mallory Payne 
Marcus Sandoval 
Margaret Sullivan 
Margot Stevens 
Maria Duran 
Maria Maurer 
Mariah Bonds
Mariana Barros
Marissa Lewis 
Martin Valencia 
Matt Halden
Matthew Favazzo 
Megan Downes 
Megan Mcholland 
Meraz Alana
Merry Mcgee
Michael Furey
Mikayla Mertz
Minghan Wei
Mingyue Yang

Moses Onyeabor 
Naif  Alotaibi
Naman Nanda 
Nenwe Geeso 
Nicholas Vincetic 
Nick Coverdale 
Omar Mota
Omar Salamah 
Orellana
Oriana Gil Perez 
Parker LaFlam 
Paulina Adame Castro 
Qianyi Lin
Qing Xia
Quincy Reams 
Quinn Balder
Radhika Sant
Rex Sowards
Ria Ravindra Musale 
Rikkie Pedregon 
Rudolph Ward
Ryan Van Bussum
Sabrina Garland
Salazar Nick
Samantha Hendricks 
Samantha Johnson 
Samantha Shields
Samuel Hiu Chun 
Samuel Jagoda 
Samuel Kaplan 
Sara Mecca-Whitlock 
Sara Perkins 
Sean Randall
Seyla Muise
Shail Shah
Shangying Sun 
Shinye Kim
Shuang Li 
Sijie Chen 
Stefan Rodriguez 
Stephanie Bookout 
Stephanie Hernandez 
Sydney Greaves 
Tanay Thirunagari 
Tara Dejolie
Taylor Stickelman
Tengbo Rong

Teresa Leban
Terry Hurst 
Thomas Chung
Tia Biakaiddy
Tianchi Ma
Tiffany Hartono 
Timothy Mcgeehon 
Timothy Ruiz
Tong Zhang
Trevor Simpson 
Tyler Mebane
Vanessa Duran Lozano
Vatsal Shah
Veronica Gomez
Walker Anderson 
William Goodwin 
Wong
Xiaojin Xing
Xindong Li 
Xingyu Zhong 
Ye Zhang
Yidan Lin
Yifan Li
Yiming Wang
Yiran Zhao
Yoorina Seo
Yuan Xue
Yueming Bao 
Zihao Li
Zili Huang

Faculty Mentors
Allyce Hargrove
Bryan Maddock
Elizabeth McLean
Emily Herring
James Reeves
Jose Bernardi
Kimberly Salem
Kristian Kelley
Lisa Peña
Max Underwood
Scott Curtis
Sonja Bochart

Faculty Organizers
Milagros Zingoni
William Heywwod
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Milagros Zingoni is an Assistant Professor at The
Design School, at Arizona State University. Originally 
from Argentina, Milagros believes that innovation 
comes from communication between disciplines and 
collaboration between the community and professionals 
with perhaps different backgrounds but similar goals. 
Her Unique experience as both, designer and educator, 
provides a fresh lens to understand student centered 
approaches, physically and pedagogically. Her research 
includes explorations of the environmental settings that 
address new ways of learning and how these settings 
provide opportunities to emphasize problem solving 
skills and collaboration that creates communities 
of learning. Her studios focus on community and 
commitment to public engagement. This, has given her 
a unique, focused insight on how people relate to one 
another and how the built environment influences 
them in the process.

Before teaching in Interiors she taught for eight years 
in Architecture and Urban Design. She is a registered 
architect in Patagonia, Argentina, and has also studied 
Habitat Design and Urban and Environmental Planning. 
Her unique background allows her to understand 
human experiences at multiple scales. 

Milagros is a strong advocate for giving back to the 
community. She is passionate about the role of 
design professions in children infrastructure. She has 
volunteered in many public projects and is currently 
serving in the City of mesa Historic preservation 
Board, in the Board of Directors for two non for profit 
organizations: Everlasting Marks and Mesa Montessori. 
Milagros is also an ideologist for the IDEA Museum, and 
is the Faculty advisor for SPECS students’ organization.

William Heywood is an Associate Clinical 
Professor and Assistant Director of The Design 
School at Arizona State University. Dr. Heywood 
received his PhD in Clinical Psychology and a 
BFA in Photography/Design. For the past 28 years, 
he has taught courses on creativity, collaborative 
leadership and Mindfulness. He has also co-taught 
a variety of cross-disciplinary graduate studios
 in architecture and visual communication; and has 
been one of the co-creator of the Interdisciplinary 
Cluster Competition at The Design School.

He is a Clinical Psychologist in private practice 
and co-founder and president of the consulting firms 
RIA (Redefining-Innovation-Agency) and Wisdom 
of the Heart, which for 25 years has focused on 
human dynamics in educational institutions, corpo-
rations, family owned businesses, and individuals. 
Dr. Heywood is also the team sports psychologist 
for the US Junior National Women’s Sculling Team. 

His expertise in collaboration and emotional intelli-
gence brings team building in a variety of contexts.
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